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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The study reported here is part of a large project for evaluation of the Thermo-Chemical 
Accumulator (TCA), a technology under development by the Swedish company ClimateWell 
AB. The studies concentrate on the use of the technology for comfort cooling. This report 
concentrates on measurements in the laboratory, modelling and system simulation. The TCA 
is a three-phase absorption heat pump that stores energy in the form of crystallised salt, in 
this case Lithium Chloride (LiCl) with water being the other substance. The process requires 
vacuum conditions as with standard absorption chillers using LiBr/water.  

Measurements were carried out in the laboratories at the Solar Energy Research Center 
SERC, at Högskolan Dalarna as well as at ClimateWell AB. The measurements at SERC 
were performed on a prototype version 7:1 and showed that this prototype had several 
problems resulting in poor and unreliable performance. The main results were that: there was 
significant corrosion leading to non-condensable gases that in turn caused very poor 
performance; unwanted crystallisation caused blockages as well as inconsistent behaviour; 
poor wetting of the heat exchangers resulted in relatively high temperature drops there.  

A measured thermal COP for cooling of 0.46 was found, which is significantly lower than the 
theoretical value. These findings resulted in a thorough redesign for the new prototype, called 
ClimateWell 10 (CW10), which was tested briefly by the authors at ClimateWell. The data 
collected here was not large, but enough to show that the machine worked consistently with 
no noticeable vacuum problems. It was also sufficient for identifying the main parameters in 
a simulation model developed for the TRNSYS simulation environment, but not enough to 
verify the model properly. This model was shown to be able to simulate the dynamic as well 
as static performance of the CW10, and was then used in a series of system simulations. 

A single system model was developed as the basis of the system simulations, consisting of a 
CW10 machine, 30 m2 flat plate solar collectors with backup boiler and an office with a 
design cooling load in Stockholm of 50 W/m2, resulting in a 7.5 kW design load for the 150 
m2 floor area. Two base cases were defined based on this: one for Stockholm using a dry 
cooler with design cooling rate of 30 kW; one for Madrid with a cooling tower with design 
cooling rate of 34 kW. A number of parametric studies were performed based on these two 
base cases. These showed that the temperature lift is a limiting factor for cooling for higher 
ambient temperatures and for charging with fixed temperature source such as district heating.  

The simulated evacuated tube collector performs only marginally better than a good flat plate 
collector if considering the gross area, the margin being greater for larger solar fractions. For 
30 m2 collector a solar faction of 49% and 67% were achieved for the Stockholm and Madrid 
base cases respectively. The average annual efficiency of the collector in Stockholm (12%) 
was much lower than that in Madrid (19%). The thermal COP was simulated to be 
approximately 0.70, but has not been possible to verify with measured data. The annual 
electrical COP was shown to be very dependent on the cooling load as a large proportion of 
electrical use is for components that are permanently on. For the cooling loads studied, the 
annual electrical COP ranged from 2.2 for a 2000 kWh cooling load to 18.0 for a 21000 kWh 
cooling load. There is however a potential to reduce the electricity consumption in the 
machine, which would improve these figures significantly. It was shown that a cooling tower 
is necessary for the Madrid climate, whereas a dry cooler is sufficient for Stockholm although 
a cooling tower does improve performance. 

The simulation study was very shallow and has shown a number of areas that are important to 
study in more depth. One such area is advanced control strategy, which is necessary to 
mitigate the weakness of the technology (low temperature lift for cooling) and to optimally 
use its strength (storage). 
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SAMMANFATTNING 
Studien som rapporteras här är en del av ett större projekt för utvärdering av Thermo-
Chemical Accumulator (TCA), en teknik som utvecklas av ett svenskt företag ClimateWell 
AB. Projektet fokuserar på användning av tekniken för komfortkyla. Denna rapport avhandlar 
avsnitten om mätningar av TCA maskiner i labmiljö, modellering och systemsimulering. 
TCA:n är en trefas absorptionsvärmepump som lagrar energi i form av saltkristaller, hittills 
litiumklorid (LiCl) i kombination med vatten. Värmepumpsprocessen kräver 
vakuumförhållanden såsom i vanliga absorptionskylmaskiner med LiBr.   

Mätningarna utfördes vid centrum för solenergiforskning SERC vid Högskolan Dalarna och 
hos ClimateWell AB i Stockholm. Vid SERC testades en prototyp version 7:1. Resultaten 
visade att prototypen hade alvarliga brister i pålitlighet pga: korrosion av stål som ledde till 
vätgasutveckling och därmed nedsatt prestanda; oönskad kristallisation som förorsakade 
proppar i ledningar och oförutsägbart prestanda; dålig vätning av värmeväxlare som 
resulterade i relativt höga temperaturfall. COP-värdet för kylning uppmättes till 0.46 vilket är 
betydligt lägre än teorie förutspår.  

Dessa mätresultat förorsakade en stor utveckling av tekniken som resulterade i en ny prototyp 
men namn ClimateWell 10 (CW10) som provades av författarna hos ClimateWell AB. De 
insamlade mätserier var magra men tillräckliga för att kunna visa att maskinen fungerade 
pålitligt och förutsägbart med inga märkbara vakuumproblem. Data var också tillräckliga för 
att kunna identifiera de viktigaste parametrarna av en datormodell som utvecklades i 
simuleringsmiljön TRNSYS.  De räckte dock inte för att kunna validera modellen ordentligt. 
Modellen visade sig dock kunna väl simulera dynamiska och statiska förhållanden. Modellen 
användes i ett antal systemstudier. 

En systemmodell utvecklades som grund för alla systemsimuleringar. Den bestod av en 
CW10 maskin, 30 m2 plana solfångare och panna samt ett kontor av 150 m2 med en 
dimensionerande kyllast av 50 W/m2 eller 7,5 kW totalt. Utifrån denna modell definierades 
två typfall: ett för Madrid med kyltorn dimensionerad för 34 kW; och ett för Stockholm med 
kylmedelskylare dimensionerad för 30 kW. Flera parameterstudier genomfördes utifrån dessa 
två typfall. Dessa visade att temperaturlyften är en begränsande faktor för kylning vid högre 
utomhustemperatur såsom den är om man ska ladda maskinen från en värmekälla med 
konstant leveranstemperatur, t.ex. fjärrvärme. 

Studien visar att den vakuumrörsolfångare som simulerades presterar enbart marginellt bättre 
än den plana solfångaren (baserat på gross area) men skillnaden var större vid större areor. En 
soltäckningsgrad av 49% och 67% uppnåddes för Stockholm respektive Madrid typfall för en 
solfångararea av 30 m2. Årsverkningsgraden för den plana solfångaren var enbart 12% i 
Stockholm medan den var betydligt högre i Madrid (19%). Den termiska kylfaktorn (COP) 
för simuleringarna var c:a 0.70 men denna siffra har inte kunnat bekräftas med uppmätta data. 
Studien visade at den årliga elektriska kylfaktorn (COPel) är väldigt beroende av den totala 
lasten som levereras av maskinen eftersom större delen av elförbrukningen (70 – 80%) är för 
delar som är i drift kontinuerligt. COPel varierade från 2.2 för en årlig last av enbart 2000 
kWh till 18.0 för 21000 kWh. Det finns dock potential till minskad elförbrukning i maskinen 
vilket skulle avsevärt förbättra dessa värden. Studien visade också att ett kyltorn behövs i 
Madrid medan en kylmedelskylare räcker för Stockholm även om systemprestanda ökas med 
ett kyltorn. 

Det ska påpekas att simuleringsstudien gick inte på djupet men visade att det finns att antal 
området där djupare studier är önskvärda. Ett sådant område är avancerade reglerstrategier 
som behövs för att dels begränsa effekterna av maskinens svaghet (låg temperaturlyft för 
kylning) och dels för att bättre utnyttja dess styrka (integrerad värmelagring). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the TCA technology that has been studied in this project, first from a 
more theoretical background, followed by brief descriptions of the implementation in three 
different prototypes made by ClimateWell AB. 
 
 
1.1 Background 
The thermo-chemical accumulator (TCA) is a three phase absorption heat pump process 
working under vacuum and was first patented in 2000 (Olsson et al., 2000). In contrast to 
traditional absorption heat pumps the TCA has integral storage of energy in the form of 
crystallised salt. It thus works in batch mode with a charge phase followed by a discharge 
phase, with an optional standby in between. The original prototypes worked in a quasi-
continuous cycle with separate main (charge phase) and slave (discharge phase) units with 
pumping of solution and water between the units (Setterwall and Bales, 2003; Bales et al., 
2004). Further prototypes have gone over to a more classic batch process with two identical 
units, one being available for charge and the other for discharge. The technology is being 
developed using the working pair of LiCl and water by the Swedish company ClimateWell 
AB, which targets the Mediterranean heating and cooling market. The technology has been 
developed successively through a series of prototypes tested in-house, at independent labs 
and in the field.  
 
This report is part of a series of reports for project P21421-1 supported by the Swedish 
Energy Agency. The project was built up as shown in Figure 1 and involved 2 separate 
subprojects, of which P21241 comprised Tasks 2, 3, 4 and 5. Task 1 was part of another 
subproject and is reported elsewhere. This report is for the whole of Task 2 (Measurement 
and evaluation of TCA in the lab) and part of Task 4 (Evaluation of TCA in systems). 
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Figure 1.  Structure of project P21421-1, TCA evaluation, financed by the Swedish 

Energy Agency. 

 
 
1.2 TCA Technology and Function 
The thermo-chemical accumulator (TCA) is an absorption process that uses a working pair, 
not only in the liquid, vapour and solution phases but also with solid sorbent (Olsson et al., 
2000), and was patented in 2000. This makes it significantly different from the traditional 
absorption processes in that it is a three phase process (solid, solution and vapour). All other 
absorption processes are two phase processes with either solution + vapour or solid + vapour.   
Figure 2 shows the schematic of a TCA unit, where the solution is pumped over a heat 
exchanger via a spreader arm to increase the wetted area and improve heat transfer. The 
process has been developed by the Swedish company ClimateWell AB as a batch process. 
 

Project leader Steering committee 
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Vattenfall strategy 

Task 4: Evaluation of 
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lab 

Task 3: Measurement and 
evaluation of TCA in use Johan Löfdahl, VXE 

(not included in the R&D 
Project) 

Peter Krohn, VUAB 
Chris Bales, SERC 

 

Task 5: Improvement of 
TCA 
Göran Bolin, ClimateWell 
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During desorption the solution comes 
closer and closer to saturation, and when it 
reaches saturation point further desorption 
at the heat exchanger results in the 
formation of solid crystals that fall under 
gravity into the vessel. Here they are 
prevented from following the solution into 
the pump by a sieve, thus forming a form 
of slurry in the bottom of the vessel.  

 

Charge 

Discharge 

High temp 

Low temp 

 
This gives the TCA the following 
characteristics: 

• High energy density storage in the 
solid crystals. 

• Good heat and mass transfer, as 
this occurs with solution. 

 
For discharging, where the process is 
reversed, saturated solution is pumped over 
the heat exchanger where it absorbs the 
vapour evaporated in the evaporator. The 

heat of evaporation is provided either by the building (cooling mode) or from the 
environment (heating mode). The solution becomes unsaturated on the heat exchanger, but 
when it falls into the vessel it has to pass through the slurry of crystals, where some of the 
crystals are dissolved to make the solution fully saturated again. In this way the solution is 
always saturated and the net result is a dissolving of the crystals into saturated solution. The 
heat of condensation and binding energy release is transferred to the environment (cooling 
mode) or to the building (heating mode). Thus there is a flow of energy from the evaporator 
at low temperature to the reactor at moderate temperature. 

 
Figure 2.  Schematic of a single unit 

thermo-chemical accumulator. 
(Source: ClimateWell AB) 

 

 
The first TCA units have been built using water/LiCl as the active pair, and with two parallel 
units connected via switching valves, so that one unit can be charged while the other is being 
discharged. The physical properties of the working pair have been summarised (Conde, 2004) 
and empirical equations have been created for them based on data from a large number of 
studies over the last 100 years. The solubility line for LiCl can be seen in  Figure 3 a), where 
it is readily apparent that there are several different hydrates for LiCl. However, for the 
operating range of the TCA, the solution is generally operating at temperatures of 20-50°C 
for discharge and 65-95°C for charge, all of which are within the monohydrate range for 
saturated solution. The figure shows that the mass fraction for saturated solution is a function 
of the solution temperature. This in practice means that, in three phase operation, the 
maximum theoretical temperature lift between the reactor and condensor/evaporator (∆Tequ) 
is constant for a given set of boundary conditions resulting in constant operating conditions, 
such as solution temperature (Tsol), during charging/discharging. 
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       b) 
Figure 3.  Data for LiCl: a) solubility line (Conde, 2004); b) water vapour pressure 

above the solution for varying mass fractions of sorbent and solution 
temperature (Tsol). Measurements made by ClimateWell using the solution 
used in the TCA are shown as filled squares (Bales et al., 2004).  

A Dühring chart for LiCl, Figure 3 b), shows that the maximum value for ∆Tequ is for the 
saturated solution, and that for typical operating conditions of the TCA with an ambient 
temperature of 35°C, ∆Tequ  is 37°C for discharging (comfort cooling or room heating), and 
53°C for charging. Traditional absorption machines seek to avoid crystallisation and thus do 
not come close to saturation. This reduces the available temperature lift. 
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Figure 4 shows the relationship of 
∆Tequ to the temperature of the 
saturated solution based on Conde’s 
equations (solid line) and as measured 
by ClimateWell AB (filled squares). 
Note that ∆Tequ is the temperature 
difference between the evaporator and 
reactor and that the temperature 
difference between the liquids in the 
external circuits is greater than ∆Tequ 
for charging and smaller for 
discharging (both cooling and 
heating). 
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Figure 4.  Relationship of ∆Tequ  to the 

saturated solution temperature (Tsol). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note that there is an inbuilt conflict between the energy density for heat storage and the COP 
for cooling. A higher binding energy for water to the salt will result in higher energy density 
storage, as well as higher COP for heat recovery, but lower COP for cooling.  
 
Other salts are being investigated, but no results are as yet available. 
 
1.3 Tested Prototypes 
ClimateWell AB have continually developed the TCA technology during the period of the 
project, based on results obtained within the project and elsewhere. The first units, version 2, 
were installed in the field at three locations as summarised in the report for Block 3 of this 
project (see Appendix C for details). These worked in a quasi-continuous process. All further 
prototypes have used a batch process with two identical units. One of the first series produced 
prototype, version 7:1 (also called DB220), was tested at SERC over several months. Further 
development, during an intensive development phase at the end of 2004, led to a new 
prototype, version 7:5 (also called ClimateWell 10 – or for short CW10), that was series 
produced and then delivered to companies in Spain. One of these was tested by the authors at 
the ClimateWell lab in June 2005, before it was shipped to Spain. 
 
1.3.1 Field Tests – Version 2 

This version (see Figure 5) is operates in quasi-continuous mode where the main unit is 
reserved only for charging and the slave unit is only for discharging. When the solution in the 
slave unit becomes weak (higher water content), as indicated by a level sensor in the slave 
reactor, water is pumped from the main condenser to the slave evaporator, weak solution is 
pumped from the slave to the main reactor and receives back strong solution. This occurs as 
necessary, dependent on the discharge rate. The prototypes used were manufactured in 
stainless steel: vessels, pipes and heat exchangers. This version is described in more detail in 
another report on field measurements (Krohn, 2005) 
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Figure 5.  Schematic of the quasi-continuous process of the version 2 TCA machine, with 
separate units for charge (main) and discharge (slave). 

 
 
1.3.2 Lab Tests at SERC – ClimateWell Version 7:1 (DB220) 

This version (see Figure 6) had two identical units, made in standard carbon steel (including 
heat exchangers and pipes), and a switching unit consisting of 8 3-way valves for controlling 
the flow from the external circuits to the two units. There are several pipes, pumps and valves 
outside the main vessel that are under vacuum and subject to heat losses. The solution vessel 
is separated from the reactor which contains the basket for collecting crystals, as is the water 
vessel separated from the condensor / evaporator. This helps to reduce heat losses by 
minimising the heating up of the bulk of the liquids during heat transfer. Most of the sensible 
heat for heating these liquid masses ends up as heat losses. The pipe connecting the solution 
vessel and reactor was surrounded by electrical heater tape in order to be able to prevent 
crystallisation under critical conditions. This was not active all the time. 
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Solution store 

Water store 

 
Figure 6.  Schematic of the version 7:1 ClimateWell DB220 as tested at SERC. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.  Picture of version 7:1 ClimateWell DB220. 
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1.3.3 Lab Tests at ClimateWell AB – ClimateWell 10 (CW10) 

The ClimateWell 10 (Figure 8) is the result of development after the testing of a number of 
v7:1 machines in the field and lab. The main problems of corrosion, leakage, noise and 
sticking valves have all been addressed. The internal surfaces are enamelled to prevent 
corrosion; the number of external components has been reduced and the pipes have been 
rerouted to prevent unnecessary bends and thus pressure drops; the unit has a central 
“chimney” for fluid flow that simplifies flow routing. The method for wetting the heat 
exchanger surfaces was also changed to improve reliability. The emphasis on the 
development was on reliability rather than on improved thermal performance. 
 

 

Solution vessel 

Water vessel

Reactor

Condensor /  
Evaporator 

 
 

Figure 8.  Schematic of the ClimateWell 10 as tested at ClimateWell AB in June 2005 
and later delivered to Spain. 

 
1.3.4 Function of Prototypes 7:1 and 7:5 (DB220 and CW10) 

There are two units in each machine for these two prototypes, the  function of each being the 
same as described previously for version 2. The main difference is that each unit is used for 
both charging and discharging, although not at the same time. After a unit is charged, it can 
then be left in standby indefinitely before being discharged. As there are two units, a 
switching unit is required to switch the external circuits to the heat exchangers. This 
comprised of eight three-way valves for the prototypes. Generally one unit is being charged 
while the other is available for charge. There are two standard control modes (described in 
more detail in Appendix B). In the first, if either of the units has finished 
charging/discharging the controller initiates a swap. A swap is the switching of the external 
units between the units using the switching unit. In the second mode, the controller waits 
until both units have finished charging/discharging before the swap is performed.
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2 LAB MEASUREMENTS 

Two sets of measurements were performed in the lab. The first, over a long period, at SERC. 
The second at ClimateWell AB. The first set of measurements can be summarised as very 
time consuming with few consistent results due to the inconsistent behaviour of the machine, 
whereas the second set of measurements showed consistent behaviour. However, not enough 
time was available to be able to carry out all the desired test sequences. In addition the logger 
program did not work properly and several sections of data were lost, resulting in an even 
smaller amount of recorded data. 
 
At both SERC and ClimateWell AB the prototypes were connected to four separate external 
circuits in the test stand that simulated the real components, as shown in Figure 9, and 
summarised in Table 1 and Table 8. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F

 
T

 
 
 
 

 

C 

igure 9.  Schematic of circuits connected to the DB220 version 7:1 prototype together 
with the nomenclature of the components and inputs/ouputs: OCC (Outside 
Cooler Charge); AC (Air Conditioning); OCD (Outside Cooler Discharge). 

he following nomenclature is used in this section: 
AC Air Conditioning – the circuit simulating the cooling load 
C Collector – the circuit simulating the thermal source 
OCC Outside Cooler Charge – the cooling circuit connected to the condensor during 

charging 
OCD Outside Cooler Discharge – the cooling circuit connected to the reactor during 

discharging (cooling load) 
i inlet to external component (circuit) 
o outlet from external component (circuit) 
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2.1 SERC (May – December 2004) 
The unit that was tested at SERC was a version 7:1 DB220 as described in section 1.3.2. It 
can be seen mounted in the test stand in Figure 10. 
 

 
 
Figure 10.  The DB220 version 7:1 prototype mounted in SERC’s test stand, with the front 

covers off and the switching unit mounted above. The unit is connected to the 
test stand by flexible pipes that were insulated after the picture was taken.  

 
2.1.1 Test Apparatus 

The test stand at SERC (Bales, 2000; Bales, 2004) was upgraded with a second discharge 
circuit to give 4 independent external circuits, two as controllable heat sources and two as 
controllable heat sinks. These are summarised in Table 1. More details can be found in 
Tejada, 2004. Water was used in all circuits. It was planned to even perform tests with a 
glycol mixture, but time did not allow this. The types of sensors used in the test stand at 
SERC are summarised in Table 2.  
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Table 1.  Summary of test rig circuits at SERC. 

Circuit Max. 
Flow 

[l/min] 

Heat Source/Sink 
 

Temperature Control 

Heat source 
(C) 

17 Electrical heater: continuously 
variable power up to 18 kW 

Continuously variable (but not 
used). Thermal cutout at 115°C. 

Heat sink 
charge 
(OCC) 

25 Mains water cooled via heat 
exchanger. Controllable flow. 

Continuously variable down to 
~10°C via flow control of 
mains water. 

Cooling 
load (AC) 

25 Heated using hot water from a 
tank via a heat exchanger. 
Controllable flow. 

Continuously variable up to 
~85°C (dependent on power) 
via shunting. 

Heat sink 
discharge 
(OCD) 

23 Mains water cooled via heat 
exchanger.  

Continuously variable down to 
~10°C via flow control of 
mains water. 

 
 
Table 2.  Summary of sensors in test rig at SERC. 

Measurement Type Sensor 
Type 

Signal Measuring Unit Accur-
acy 

Temperatures in fluid loops 
(inserted in fluid) 

PT100 4-wire 
resistance

Multimeter ±0.05°C 

Volume flow  Inductive Pulses PC pulse 
counting card 

±1.5% 

Electrical power Meter Voltage Multimeter ±0.7% 
Analogue control – valves - Voltage PC-card - 
Analogue control – thyristors - Voltage PC-card - 
Digital control – relays - Voltage PC-card - 
 
The flow and temperature sensors were calibrated before measurements were carried out. 
Regular checks discovered problems with the flow sensors, of inductance type, that had got 
magnetite deposits on the sensors, resulting in a lower value given by the sensor. Magnetite 
filters were installed in all circuits, consisting of a normal particle filter and a strong magnet. 
These reduced the problems, but did not eliminate them (see Figure 11), so regular 
maintenance of the circuits was required. The problems are assumed to have been due to: 

• Significant quantities of black steel in the circuits (heat exchangers, electrical heater). 
• High temperatures (up to 115 °C). 
• Tap water as heat transfer medium. Other institutes using water/glycol mixture did not 

experience the same problems. De-ionised water would presumably have been better. 
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Figure 11.  Magnetite filter with large magnetite deposits. 

 
 
 
2.1.2 Test Method 

Two different types of tests were performed at SERC. Long term tests with normal operating 
conditions, and specific charge and discharge tests for analysing the thermal performance of 
the units and give data for parameter identification for the simulation model. The test periods 
are summarised in Table 3. The first two charge/discharge tests were performed by two 
masters students (Irisarri, 2004; Tejada, 2004). 
 
 
Table 3.  Periods of measurement at SERC (2004). 

Date Description Comments 

May – June Long term testing Continuous problems with vacuum and 
leakages 

June 18 – 20 Charge / discharge tests     
(Irisarri, 2004) 

Difficult to get steady state conditions 
and vacuum problems 

Aug 23 – 30  Charge / discharge tests      
(Tejada, 2004) 

Difficult to get steady state conditions 
and vacuum problems 

Sept. – Nov. Long term testing Problems with vacuum, but possible to 
measure over several days in a row. 

Nov. 26  – 
Dec. 02 

Charge / discharge tests   Difficult to get steady state conditions 
and vacuum problems 

 
The long term tests were performed under more or less static conditions for charging and 
discharging and were aimed at studying long term changes in performance. Figure 15 shows 
an example period of long term testing of four days, showing both the relatively constant 
conditions, but the varying performance of the machine.  
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No separate measurements were made for calculating the thermal COP of the machine, rather 
data were planned to be taken from the long term tests over complete cycles for individual 
units of the machine. 
 
The specific charge / discharge tests were designed to determine the characteristic 
performance of the machine under static conditions. The major assumptions for this 
characterisation were: 

• Steady state conditions for the measurement points. 
• The measurement points are typical for the operation of the machine. 
• The inlet temperature from the outside cooler is the same for each of the points of one 

curve. 
 
The tests were designed as summarised by Table 4 and Table 5. For each point the charging 
rate / cooling load is constant as is the return temperature from the outside cooler to the 
condensor / reactor under charge / discharge. A matrix of three cooler return temperatures 
(Tocco / Tocdo) and four charging / cooling rates was planned. For charging, the test stand 
placed limitations on the upper temperature possible for the heat source of around 115°C. 
Thus several of the possible points would not be possible to measure. In addition it was 
planned to perform some of the measurements at lower flow rates to determine the 
dependency on the flow rate. Even tests using water / glycol mixture were planned. Due to 
the unreliable performance of the machine, only a part of the test plan could be completed. 
 
Table 4.  Summary of the charging test sequences planned at SERC, with matrix of heat 

source power and inlet temperature to condensor. 

Tocco [°C] 3 kW 7 kW 11kW 15 kW 
20     
30    Possible? 
40   Possible? Not possible 

 
 
Table 5.  Summary of the discharging test sequences planned at SERC, with matrix of 

cooling rate and inlet temperature to reactor. 

Tocdo [°C] 1 kW 3 kW 5 kW 7 kW 
20     
30     
40     

 
 
2.1.3 Results 

Three periods of measurements were made for characterising the machine. These results are 
summarised in Figure 13 and Figure 14. More measurements points were possible for 
charging than for discharging as discharging is more sensitive to the vacuum level in the 
machine. A small amount of non-condensable gases reduces the performance significantly. A 
significant amount of such gases accumulated over a a period of one to two days, making it 
necessary to frequently vacuum pump the machine. In addition the pipe used for vacuum 
pumping the machine often became blocked, which required a special method for solving. 
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Figure 12.  Plot of charging for a period of 4.5 hours at 8 kW. The arrow marks the swap 

of the units and the two vertical lines measurement points for the same 
conditions but different units of the prototype.  

Figure 12 shows a section of data revealing the different performance of the two units of the 
machine, as indicated by the two vertical lines for the two measurement points. The values 
shown are those measured in the external circuits and thus are the values for either unit A or 
unit B in the machine, depending on which is being charged at the time. The arrow shows the 
swap between the two units, during which no cooling can be supplied. The two points are for 
the same conditions of 8 kW charging power and Tocco=30°C, yet the charging temperatures 
are very different: 97°C and 91°C. Similar variations were common for discharging. 
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Figure 13.  Plot of charging temperature (Tco) versus charging power (Pc) for several 

different constant cooling temperatures (Tocco). Early and late refer to how far 
through the charging cycle the measurement point has been taken. The dotted 
line is for version 1 of the TCA machine, as tested at Suncool in 2000. 

The results, as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, show marked variation and little 
consistency, despite the fact that measurement points were chosen with care. The variation is 
due to: 

• Varying degrees of vacuum in the machine. 
• Variable performance of the machine, attributed to wetting of the heat exchangers as 

well as flow to/from the solution store. This is best illustrated in Figure 15 with points 
1 and A, where two completely different charging characteristics are visible for the 
same unit. In point 1, the bulk of the solution is heated up together, resulting in a slow 
rise in temperature before crystallisation takes place. In A only a small portion of 
solution is heat up, resulting in a quick rise in temperature at the start followed by a 
relatively constant period. 

• Dependency on the state of charge. Charging temperature increases with the state of 
charge. 

 
Despite the variation and inconsistency in the results, it is evident that there is strong 
dependency of both the required charging temperature (Tco) and supplied chilled water 
temperature (Taci) on the rate of charge and cooling load respectively. This is approximately 2 
– 3 °C/kW increase for charging, and 1 – 2 °C/kW for cooling load. This is due mostly to 
heat exchangers, and to a smaller extent on the physical properties of the LiCl solution. 
Compared to theoretical calculations, the required temperature for charging is 7.5°C higher, 
and cooling supply temperature 15°C higher (Bales et al., 2004). In good absorption chillers 
the figure is normally <5°C (Foley et al., 2000), indicating the large potential for 
improvements in the performance of the heat exchangers. Both for charging and discharging, 
the performance is worse than for the original prototype, labelled version 1. This was similar 
in concept to version 2, but had different heat exchanger design including the fact that copper 
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was used instead of stainless steel. Measurements on version 1 were made at Suncool AB by 
the inventor Ray Olsson in 2000 and at Älvlarleby by Vattenfall Utveckling AB in 2001. 
During the measurements at Älvkarleby, 2 of 8 levels of the reactor heat exchanger were not 
operational. The lines shown in the figures are from the measurements at Suncool AB. 
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Figure 14.  Plot of chilled water supply temperature (Taci) versus cooling power (Pac) for 

several different constant cooling temperatures (Tocdo).  
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Figure 15.  Time plot of discharge parameters (upper two plots) and charging parameters 

(lower two plots) for continuous operation of the DB220. The vertical dashed 
lines show the start and end points for two cycles used for calculating COP for 
the machine. 

Figure 15 shows the time plot of the period that was used for calculating the COP for one unit 
of the machine. The upper plot is for the external discharge circuits (AC and OCD) and the 
lower plots for external charging circuits (C and OCC). The values thus represent alternate 
cycles of units A and B in the machine. If unit A is charging (lower plots) then at the same 
time unit B will be discharging (upper plots). The plot shows that the two units worked 
differently, with B performing poorer than the other. The better one was used for the 
calculation. COP was calculated as shown in Equ. 1 and Equ. 2: 
 
 
    Equ. 1 c

ac
cool Q

QCOP =
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    Equ. 2 c

ocd
heat Q

QCOP =

 
 
    Equ. 3 c

occocd
heatpump Q

QQCOP +
=

 
 
Qac, Qc, Qocc and Qocd are the measured energies for the relevant circuits as shown in Figure 9. 
The energies are the integrated heating rates for the time period when the relevant circuit has 
been in operation for the cycle. COPcool is the thermal COP for producing cooling from the 
thermal source, and COPheat is for the heat extracted during discharge for the given operating 
conditions. COPheatpump is the thermal COP if the machine is used as a heat pump, with the 
energy that in cooling operation is dumped to ambient being used for heating. 
 
Table 6.  Measurement data for calculation of COP for two complete cycles in a row. 

Cycle COPhea

t

COPcool COPheat

pump

Qac
[kWh] 

Qc
[kWh] 

Qocd
[kWh] 

Qocc
[kWh] 

1 0.794 0.456 1.42 17.7 38.7 30.7 24.1 
2 0.785 0.467 1.41 19.3 41.4 32.5 26.0 

Average / Sum 0.790 0.462 1.41 37.0 80.1 63.3 50.1 
 
 
 

 
Figure 16.  Time plot of discharge parameters showing two swaps between units during 

normal operation. The first swap lasts 22 minutes and the second 15 minutes. 

 
Figure 16 shows a section of discharge data with two swaps between units. The two swap 
periods are of different lengths, of 22 and 15 minutes respectively. This is due to the different 
operating conditions before the swap. In the first case, the charging temperature was 112°C 
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and in the second only 89°C. The higher the temperature in the reactor during charging the 
more sensible energy has to be removed before discharge can start, resulting in longer swap 
times. During the start of the swap the circulation pump was still in operation resulting in 
negative cooling (heating) being delivered for a couple of minutes before the pump was 
switched off. 
 
 
2.1.4 Analysis and Discussion 

Despite much work at SERC, with the help of ClimateWell it was not possible to get good 
consistent results. However, the results did show what problems there were, and through a 
close dialog, ClimateWell were able to identify and rectify many of the problems in the next 
generation of machines.  
 
Some of the main results from the measurements are: 

• The prototype machine had problems with: 
o Loss of vacuum due mostly to corrosion (tests carried out on solution by 

ClimateWell). 
o Thermal performance during discharge (cooling) is very sensitive to loss of 

vacuum. 
o Internal flows in the machine varied from cycle to cycle during charge 

resulting in different charge “characteristic profiles”. 
o Unwanted crystallisation resulting in blocked pipes and no internal flow of 

solution. 
• The thermal COP was measured to be 46% for cooling, 79% for heat retrieval just 

from discharge and 141% if heat from the condensor is also used for the heat load. 
• Thermal storage was measured to be approximately 19 kWh for cooling and 32 kWh 

for heating per unit.  
• The swap period varied between 15 and 22 minutes depending on the charging 

temperature (and power). This is the time period when the machine swaps between 
units and during which no cooling is delivered. 

• The required charging temperature is dependent on the charging rate, and increases 2 
– 3°C/kW. It is also dependent on the inlet temperature to the condensor from the 
cooler. 

• The chilled water supply temperature is dependent on the cooling rate, and increases 1 
– 2°C/kW. It is also dependent on the inlet temperature to the reactor, although this 
tendency was not marked in the measurements due to large variations in performance. 

• The performance in terms of required charging temperature and delivered chilled 
water temperature is worse than for the original prototype. 

 
These results show that the machine can work but that it was unreliable. The main 
conclusions from the results were: 

• It is essential to keep a good vacuum in the machine. 
• The heat exchangers, including wetting, are a long way from optimised and are worse 

than in the original prototype. 
• The swap period of 15 – 20 minutes is long and should be shortened. 
• The methods used for avoiding unwanted crystallisation and for keeping crystals in 

the correct place did not always work properly and should be improved. 
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2.2 ClimateWell (June 2005) 
Due to the difficulty of consistent measurements on the prototype v7:1 at SERC, it was 
decided to conduct measurements of the prototype ClimateWell 10 (see section 1.3.3) that 
performed very consistently and did not have any of the problems with loss of vacuum or 
flow problems of the solution that had been observed at SERC. These measurements were 
conducted at ClimateWell during June 2005, preceded by a calibration of the measurements 
sensors carried out by SERC personnel. Table 7 shows a summary of the tests performed 
during this period. 
 
The units tested were not connected to a control unit as none was available at that, but were 
controlled manually by staff of ClimateWell AB in the same manner. 
 
Table 7.  Summary of the test sequences used in the parameter identification and 

verification process. 

Date Description Comments 
June 14th Charge at 9 kW  

June 16th Charge at 16 kW, discharge at 2 kW Two separate measurements 

June 17th

 
Charge at 20 and 15 kW, discharge 
at 7 kW 

Two separate measurements 

June 20th Charge at 16 kW, discharge at 5 kW  

June 21st Charge at 16 kW, discharge at 5 kW  

June 22nd Charge at 22/16 kW, discharge at 4 
kW 

Preceded by rinse of unit  

June 23rd Discharge at 4 kW  

June 28th Charge at 16 kW, discharge at 5-4 
kW 

Used for verification 

November 21-22 Rinse followed by two full cycles 
with 15 kW charge, 5/4 kW 
discharge 
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2.2.1 Test Apparatus 

The test rig at ClimateWell consists of four separate circuits so that two DB220 units can be 
tested simultaneously, one in charge and the other discharge. Table 8 summarises these four 
circuits.  All circuits operate at fixed flow rates, that can be adjusted using a valve. The 
circuits contain a ready mixed Tyfocor LS propylene glycol/water mixture. The test rig can 
be seen in Figure 17.  
 
Table 8.  Summary of test rig circuits at ClimateWell. 

Circuit Max. Flow 
[l/min] 

Heat Source/Sink 
 

Temperature Control 

Heat source 19 Electrical heater None. Stepdown of power 
above ~110°C 

Heat sink 1 15 Dry cooler on roof Manually controlled shunt 
to provide constant return 
temperature 

Heat sink 2 15 Dry cooler on roof None in operation. 

Cooling load 9 Electrical heater None 

 
 

 
Figure 17.  Picture of test rig at ClimateWell. Left: before installation of the CW10. Right: 

during installation. 
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2.2.2 Test Method 

Only a few of the planned test sequences were possible to perform due to lack of time before 
the machines were shipped. Of these, most had missing data due to an error in the logger 
program that limited the duration of saved data. In addition there was no controller available 
at the time and the units were controlled manually and thus not very repeatably. The 
exception to this was the sequence of 21-22 November, where measurements were made 
under the same conditions for two full cycles. This test sequence consisted of: 

1. Rinse of the unit 
2. Charge at constant 15 kW until F-value of 0.9 was reached. The F-value is a value 

used by ClimateWell that indicates the state of charge of the machine based on 
temperatures measured by the controller. 

3. Discharge of the unit at 5 kW for 19 kWh, then at 4 kW with inlet temperature to the 
reactor of 25°C until the supply temperature exceeded 14°C for 10 minutes. 

4. Standby overnight 
5. Repeat of steps 2 and 3. 

 
Again, unfortunately the data logger did not function properly, with the data for the charging 
flow and power not being recorded. In addition the original logger got damaged and a circuit 
board had to be replaced. Thus the measurements in November were with uncalibrated 
sensors. 
 
 
2.2.3 Analysis and Discussion 

The measurements at ClimateWell were dominated by problems with the logger equipment. 
This resulted in the fact that, despite reasonable test sequences being performed, the logged 
data was not of good quality. The model could have its parameters identified reasonably, but 
more data would be needed to make sure the parameters are correct and to verify them 
properly. 
 
No direct calculations of the COP of the machine can be made due to these problems. The 
only figure derived, based on the two cycles performed in November 2005, is the cooling 
capacity at 4 kW with 25°C to the reactor inlet, with the supply temperature not exceeding 
14°C, was 22 kWh. It is also possible to state that the CW10 performs reliably and 
repeatably. 
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3 MODELLING 

This chapter gives the details of the modelling carried out for the simulation program 
TRNSYS (Klein et al, 2004). This is a dynamic model taking into account the thermal masses 
of both solution, water and crystals as well as of the machine itself. The models are described 
briefly here, and in more detail in APPENDIX A: and APPENDIX B:. The parameters have 
been identified based on the measurements carried out at ClimateWell AB on the 
ClimateWell 10 (CW10).  
 
A static model, to describe the steady state characteristics of the technology, was developed 
early on in the project (Bales et al., 2004). This model assumed both steady state and constant 
conditions, which is not the case with the CW10 model and is thus not included in the report. 
 
 
3.1 TCA Controller (Type 214) 
This models the switching unit and controller for the machine (more details in Appendix B). 
There are two modes: early swap, where the units swap when only one of the units has 
become empty (fully discharged) or full (fully charged); late swap, where the units swap only 
after both the units are either empty or full. The latter is the default. There are no other 
control options in the model at present. The length of the swap period is given as a parameter 
and is not calculated based on the temperatures in the units. 
 
The definition of fully charged and discharged is based on minimum and maximum average 
solution concentration. These values are given as inputs in the model and can thus be varied 
during a system simulation. 
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3.2 TCA Unit Model (Type 213) 
This model is a dynamic model of a single TCA unit and is described in detail in Appendix 
A. It consists of four masses (see Figure 18): one each for the reactor (Mrt) and condensor / 
evaporator (Mct) and one each for the bulk water (Mcb) and solution stores (Mrb). The masses 
for the reactor and condensor are kept constant while the one for the stores vary depending on 
the state of charge of the machine, due to the vapour transport (m´vap) between the parts. 
These masses are effective masses as they include the effects of the material of the vessels. 
There are individual heat loss coefficients associated with each of these masses. 
 
There is a mixing flow between the bulk stores and the reactor and condensor. This models 
the real mixing flow as well as other heat transfer effects between them. The concentration of 
the solution is calculated separately for the two solution parts: reactor (called reactor top) and 
the bulk store (called reactor bottom). The average concentration is also calculated. 
 

 
Figure 18.  Schematic of the TCA unit model for TRNSYS. 

 
The temperature difference between the inlet fluid to the reactor and that to the condensor is 
dependent on the theoretical properties of the material pair (LiCl-water) using data published 
by Conde (Conde, 2004) and the overall heat transfer coefficients of the two heat exchangers. 
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One UA-value is defined for charging and another for discharging, and the individual ones 
for the reactor / condensor are derived from these.The model takes into account the heat of 
dilution during absorption of the water and the heat of vaporisation for absorption and 
desorption as well as the sensible energy of the materials themselves. 
 
The model calculates the required vapour flow, and hence heating/cooling rates, to maintain a 
user given supply temperature during charge. If the cooling/heating capacity is not sufficient 
to meet this desired temperature, then the full capacity and resulting temperatures is used. 
 
 
3.3 Parameter Identification 
The test data that could be used was not extensive and had several limitations: 

1. Nearly all test sequences did not have defined initial conditions of the units. This 
means that the initial temperatures and concentrations had to be estimated in each 
case. This is a significant source of uncertainty. 

2. There were only a few sequences with both charge and discharge cycles and none 
with several cycles in a row. 

3. Some sequences did not have full charges or discharges. 
4. The final conditions of the units in each test sequence was not known. 
5. It was possible to keep the inlet temperature to the reactor constant during discharge 

but not to the condensor during charge. 
6. The boiler had an internal overheating protection mechanism which meant that the 

charging rate varied during several of the test sequences. 
 
Despite this, a parameter identification was performed. A parameter identification tool called 
DF (Spirkl, 1999) was used for the actual identification of the parameters together with 
TRNSYS. This process requires an interface between the programs, in this case a program 
called FITTRN (Huber, 1998). The process used was similar to that for store testing as used 
by Bales (Bales, 2004). The identification process was performed for a single TCA unit 
model only. The parameter values for the switching unit/controller were given by 
ClimateWell as they were not possible to identify from the data as no control unit was used in 
the measurements. This includes the time for the swap, which is smaller for the CW10 than 
for the version 7:1 that was measured at SERC. A fixed value of 12 minutes was used in all 
simulations. This is a simplification, as the real swap time is dependent on the charging rate 
and the final charging temperature. 
 
The identified parameters are shown in Table 9 together with the values that were fixed 
during the identification process. 
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Table 9.  Summary of the parameters for the TRNSY TCA unit and controller derived 

from the measurement data for CW10. Values identified are in bold type. All 
others were fixed during the identification process. The values in italics are 
specific for the test sequence and were estimated for each file. 

Num-
ber 

Sym-
bol Description Value unit 

1 MLc total mass of lithium chloride 53.9 kg 
2 Mw0 total mass of water in the unit 117.1 kg 
3 Mwcbi initial mass of water in condensor bottom 50 kg 
4 Mwcti initial mass of water in condensor top 1 kg 
5 T0c initial temperature of condensor 22 °C 
6 T0r initial temperature of reactor 80 °C 
7 Vrt0 capacity of reactor top vessel 16 l 
8 Cpcxf Specific heat capacity of condensor ext loop 3.76 kJ/kg.K 
9 Cprxf Specific heat capacity of reactor ext loop 3.76 kJ/kg.K 
10 UAch UA value for charge 14519 kJ/hr.K 
11 UAdi UA value for discharge 10334 kJ/hr.K 
12 Mcb0 mass of empty condensor bottom 3 kg 
13 Mct0 mass of empty condensor top 15 kg 
14 Mrb0 mass of empty reactor bottom 3 kg 
15 Mrt0 mass of empty reactor top 5 kg 
16 UAcb heat loss factor for condensor bottom 9 kJ/hr.K 
17 UAct heat loss factor for condensor top 38 kJ/hr.K 
18 UArb heat loss factor for reactor bottom 9 kJ/hr.K 
19 UArt heat loss factor for reactor top 18 kJ/hr.K 
20 Cpc Specific heat capacity for condensor 4.19 kJ/hr.K 
21 Cpr Specific heat capacity for reactor 2.6 kJ/hr.K 
22 Cpvap heat capacity for steam 1.65 kJ/hr.K 
23 Hvap Specific heat capacity of vaporization 2477 kJ/kg 
24 Hsolfv Heat of dissolution 281 kJ/kg 
25 Hdil differential enthalpy of solution 383 kJ/kgH2O
26 r_m density of solid LiCl monohydrate 1.78 kg/dm3

27 r_s density of LiCl solution 1.22 kg/dm3

28 nit number of internal timesteps 17 - 
  Inputs   
9 mc Mixing flow between store and condensor 150 kg/hr 
10 mr Mixing flow between store and reactor  327 kg/hr 
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3.4 Verification of Model 
Figure 19 shows the output of the simulation for the test sequence of the 28th of June that was 
used for verification of the model. It shows that the simulated power (dark red) is consistently 
higher than the measured power, whereas the cooling power is simulated well after the period 
with manual release of the solution into the circulation to the reactor. As the starting 
conditions of all the test sequences is an unknown, as stated earlier, the result is reasonably 
good.  
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3.5 TCA Characteristic Performance 
Based on the identified model for the unit of the CW10, a series of simulations were carried 
out under steady state conditions in order to determine the performance characteristics under 
such conditions. The flow rates were set to those recommended for the units and are not those 
that were used during the measurements of the machine at ClimateWell. 
 
The performance is dependent on the state of charge, which is why data is given for two 
states of charge for charging and two for discharging. Fully charged indicates the end of the 
charging cycle or start of discharging cycle. 70% charged indicates that 70% of the charging 
cycle has been completed and 70% discharge indicates that 70% of the discharging cycle has 
been completed. These values are percentages for the range of the LiCl concentration used. 
Thus the state of charge at 70% charged and 70% discharged are not the same. 
 
Two diagrams are shown for the three cases of charge (Figure 20), discharge with cooling 
(Figure 21) and discharge with heating (Figure 22). The upper diagram in each case shows 
the actual simulation boundary shown as points for the conditions with fixed power and 
temperature to the reactor (discharge cooling) or condensor / evaporator (charge and 
discharge heating). The lower diagrams are derived from the points in the upper diagrams by 
first fitting curves to the lines and then calculating the temperatures necessary for given 
charge/supply temperatures and inlet temperatures to condensor/reactor 
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Figure 20.  Upper: Required charging temperature (Tcharge) versus charging rate (Pcharge) 

for three inlet temperatures to the condensor (Tcooler) and two states of charge. 
Lower: charging rate (Pcharge) versus inlet temperatures to the condensor 
(Tcooler) for three charging temperatures (Tcharge) at two states of charge. 
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Figure 21.  Upper: Supplied chilled water temperature (Tsupply) versus cooling rate (Pcool) 

for three inlet temperatures to the reactor (Tcooler) and two states of charge. 
Lower: Cooling rate (Pcool) versus inlet temperatures to the reactor (Tcooler) for 
four chilled water supply temperatures (Tsupply) and two states of charge. 
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Figure 22.  Upper: Supplied flow temperature to heating system (Tflow) versus heating rate 

(Pheat) for three inlet temperatures to the evaporator (Tsource) and two states of 
charge. Lower: Heating rate (Pheat) versus inlet temperatures to the 
evaporator (Tsource) for three flow temperatures (Tflow) and two states of 
charge. 
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4 SYSTEM SIMULATION 

This chapter describes the models that were used in the TRNSYS system simulations, and the 
system models themselves. All simulations were performed with the parameter values for the 
CW10 model as given in the previous chapter, unless otherwise stated. The results of the 
yearly simulations are then given, analysed and discussed. 
 
4.1 Overview 
There are three different types of heat source/sinks within the TCA systems studied, and 
these are outlined in Table 10. 
 
Table 10.  Summary of heat sources and sinks used in the system simulations. 

Function Temper-
ature 

Variations studied 

Heat source for charging (reactor) >50°C Solar collector: types and size 

Boiler: backup for solar 

District heating 

Heat sink charge (condensor)         
Heat sink discharge cooling (reactor) 

10 – 35°C Dry cooler: 2 different sizes  

Cooling tower: smallest available 

Heat source discharge (cooling load) 12 – 18°C Fan coil: sized for 7.5 kW at 12°C, 
24°C room temperature 

Ceiling panels: sized for 7.5 kW at 
24°C room temperature and 15 and 
18°C supply temperatures 

Cooling load: office, hotel 
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4.2 Climate Data 
The climates of Stockholm, Stuttgart and Madrid were chosen to gives climates for northern, 
central and southern Europe. All are relative dry climates, specifically chosen as 
dehumidification is not treated explicitly in the simulations. The climate data are those 
supplied with TRNSYS 16 and are synthetic hourly data of TMY2 format from Meteonorm 5 
(Remund et al., 1999). 
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Figure 23.  Duration plots for ambient temperature for Stockholm, Stuttgart and Madrid 
from the Meteonorm 5 files in TRNSYS as well as that for Stockholm Test 
Reference Year (TRY), a “normal” year for Stockholm. 

Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the duration plots for ambient temperature for the three 
climates used in the study as well as the variation from year to year for Stockholm. The 
Stockholm climate used in the study is the one from Meteonorm 5 which has a lower 
temperature than the average over the whole range. 
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Figure 24.  Duration plots for Stockholm for the years 1983 – 1998 as well as that from 
Meteonorm 4 and 5 and Stockholm TRY. 

 
 
4.3 Component Models 
In this section the various component models used in the system simulations are described, 
including the sizing of them. 
 
4.3.1 Building Models 

The same physical building model was used for both office and hotel, the differences being in 
the internal loads and ventilation. Two internal loads were defined for the office to give 
specific design cooling loads of 30 and 50 W/m2, as well as for the hotel with a specific 
cooling load of 40 W/m2. The nominal size of the building is 150 m2 with a room height of 
2.4 m, treated as one zone on one floor with adjacent thermal zones above and below with the 
same temperature. The walls are outwall_standard and floor/ceiling bst_h_flo from the 
standard TRNSYS 16 library. There are 10 m2 windows on the east, north and west sides and 
15 m2 on the south. All windows are double glazed with selective films, filled with Argon, 
having a U-value of 1.27 W/m2.K and g-value of 40%. 
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Table 11.  Summary key parameter values for the office and hotel  building. 

Parameter Office 50 W/m2 
(7,5 kWcool) 

Office 30 W/m2 
(4,5 kWcool) 

Hotel 40 W/m2 
(6.0 kWcool) 

Set temperature (cool) MAX((24 + (Tamb-26)*0.5),24) 22/20°C 
(day/night)  

Infiltration 0.1 hr-1 0.1 hr-1 0.1 hr-1

Ventilation (during 
occupation) 

7 l/s.person 7 l/s.person 7 l/s.person 

Occupation times 08-18 workdays 08-18 workdays 22-08 all days 

Gain from computers, etc 140 W per person 140 W per person - 

Gain from people 150 W per person 150 W per person 100 W per person 

Number of people 11 7 10 

Internal gain – lighting times 1050 W 50 W 1000 W 

Internal gain – constant 300 W 0 W 1250 W 

Lighting 10 W/m2          
(08-18 workdays) 

5 W/m2           
(08-18 workdays) 

19 W/m2          
(7-9, 18-23) 

Shading >300 W/m2, 60% >300 W/m2, 80% 30% all windows 

Clothing factor (PMV,PPD 
calculations) 

0.6 : Ta > 22°C 
1.0 : Ta < 22°C 

0.6 : Ta > 22°C  
1.0 : Ta < 22°C 

0.6 : Ta > 22°C  
1.0 : Ta < 22°C 

 
Design Conditions 
The design conditions were chosen as being the hottest day (29.2°C on 12th June) in the 
Stockholm climate, repeated for eight days. The building was simulated with this weather 
using ideal cooling set to 24°C for the office and 22°C for the hotel, and the internal loads 
were adjusted so that the specific cooling loads were 30 and 50 W/m2 for the offices and 40 
W/m2 for the hotel. The specific ventilation rate was set to standard values for Swedish 
conditions (7 l/s.person) and only the number of people was varied. The specific cooling 
needs are in the range typical for offices in Sweden of 20-50 W/m2 (Westin, 2002; Feldhusen 
& Marti, 2001) with an equivalent full load time of approximately 1000 hours, given specific 
loads of 20-50 kWh/m2 per year.  
 
This gave peak loads of 4.5, 7.5 and 6.0 kW respectively. The time plot for one of the offices 
and the hotel is shown in Figure 25, showing clearly the weekend period at the start (for the 
office), and the repeating ambient temperature profile (dark blue). The load for the office has 
a much stronger peak whereas that for the hotel is much more constant. 
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Figure 25.  Simulation of design conditions for the 50 W/m2 office (upper plot) and the 

hotel (lower plot). “Worst” day for Stockholm climate. 
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Cooling Loads 

The cooling loads for the ideal cooling regime in type 56 for the three buildings and the three 
climates are summarised in Table 12, where the annual cooling loads and maximum cooling 
rate are given. The set temperature was the maximum allowed by DIN 1946/2 (DIN, 1994) as 
shown in Figure 26, which is higher than that used for sizing the building cooling load, 
resulting in lower maximum cooling powers than in the design case. In the simulations with 
the TCA machines, a set temperature one degree lower than the maximum allowed was used, 
corresponding more to the design conditions. 
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Figure 26.  Recommended room temperature in buildings during the cooling season 

according to DIN 1946/2 (DIN, 1994). 

 
 
Table 12.  Summary of annual cooling loads for the chosen climates and buildings. 

Byggnad (last) Stockholm        
Load [kWh.year] / 
Max. Power [kW] 

Stuttgart         
[Load [kWh.year] / 
Max. Power [kW] 

Madrid             
Load [kWh.year] / 
Max. Power [kW] 

Office (50 W/m2) 6076 / 6.2 6491 / 6.2 11570 / 6.8 

Office (30 W/m2) 2173 / 3.5 2100 / 3.6 5119 / 4.2 

Hotel (40 W/m2) 11970 / 5.9 13080 / 5.9 21050 / 6.7 
 
 
4.3.2 Heat Sources 

Two heat sources have been used: solar collector with backup boiler for the solar cooling 
systems; and district heating. The collector efficiency parameters for the flat plate collector 
are those used by IEA-SHC Task 26 Solar Combisystems (Weiss, 2003), but in this study 
Type 1b was used instead of Type 132 that was used in Task 26.  For the evacuated tube 
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collector, the parameters and incident angle modifier data are those for the Consolar Tubo 11 
CPC collector, as given by the Collector Catalog 2002 (SPF, 2002), and are based on the 
gross area of the collector.. These values are given in Table 13. 
 
Table 13.  Summary of main parameters for the collector models used in the simulations. 

Parameter Flat Plate 
(Type 1b) 

Evacuated Tube 
(Type 71) Gross Area 

Efficiency mode Average temp. Average temp. 

Flow at test conditions 40 kg/h.m2 50 kg/h.m2

Intercept efficiency (gross area) 0.80 0.545 

First order loss coefficient  3.50 W/m2.K 0.86 W/m2.K 

Second order loss coefficient 0.015 W/m2.K2 0.00 W/m2.K2

Slope 45° 45° 

Azimuth 0° 0° 
 
The district heating system was modelled as a constant temperature source connected to the 
CW10 using a counter-flow heat exchanger with a constant UA-value of 3000 W/K. The 
temperature was varied from 65 - 75°C.  
 
 
4.3.3 Heat Sinks 

The dry cooler was modelled by TRNSYS type 52a cooling coil. Its parameters were 
identified by comparing catalogue data and the results of the manufacturers simulation 
program (AIA, 2004), the results of the identification shown in Figure 27 and Table 14. The 
dry coolers were chosen to give a cooling capacity of 30 and 20 kW respectively at the design 
conditions of : 30°C dry bulb temperature; 45°C inlet fluid temperature and 40 l/min fluid 
flow.  
 
The TRNSYS model assumes water as the medium, but the AIA simulation program  which 
was used for calculating the performance of  the dry coolers under varying conditions, had 
40% propylene glycol mixture as in the TRNSYS simulations. The parameters were adjusted 
to give the same outlet temperatures as the AIA simulation tool. 
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Table 14.  Data and results for the parameter identification of parameter values for the 

dry coolers (Type 52) for Nordic AE56-124C-DU-4D-10  and Nordic AE56-
114C-DU-4D-6 for a dry bulb temperature of 30°C and 60% humidity.  

124C-DU-4D-10 
(30 kW) 

114C-DU-4D-6 
(20 kW) 

Parameter 
No 

Description 

1 1 1 Calculation mode 

4 4 2 Number of rows 

10 6 3 Number of tubes 

1.6 0.8 4 Duct height 

0.7 0.8 5 Duct width 

0.018 0.018 6 Outside tube diameter 

0.015 0.015 7 Inside tube diameter 

1440 1440 8 Tube thermal conductivity 

0.0007 0.0007 9 Fin thickness 

0.0025 0.0025 10 Fin spacing 

1550 4000 11 Number of fins 

856.8 856.8 12 Fin thermal conductivity 

2 2 13 Fin mode 

0.05 0.05 14 Diameter at fin tip 

0.35 0.2 15 Tube spacing 

18662 9331 Input 3 Air flow rate 
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Figure 27.  Comparison of the results from the TRNSYS simulation (suffix s) compared 

with data from the AIA design program for the dry cooler models: Nordic 
AE56-124C-DU-4D-10 (left)  and Nordic AE56-114C-DU-4D-6 (right). 

 
The smallest cooling tower that could be found was the EWK 036/03 from EWK (EWK, 
2005) with a nominal cooling capacity of 34 to 48 kW. The only data available were for two 
different operating points. These were simulated for the TRNSYS type 51 cooling tower 
model, and the parameters were adjusted so that the simulated outlet water temperature 
(Tout,sim) and the given value (Tout,cat) were as close as possible. The results are shown in 
Table 15 and the identified parameters in Table 16. The size was not varied as this is the 
smallest unit that was found and it was judged, if anything, slightly too large for the TCA 
machine. The cooling tower requires water in it while the external circuits of the TCA have 
water/glycol, making the use of a heat exchanger necessary. This was modelled with a type 5 
constant UA-value heat exchanger, with a UA-value of 5.2 kW/K (5K temperature drop for a 
design cooling power of 26 kW). 
 
Table 15.  Data and results for the parameter identification of parameter values for the 

cooling tower EWK 036/03 (EWK, 2005) for a wet bulb temperature of 24°C 
and two different dry bulb temperatures (Tdb). 

Tin

[°C] 
Tdb

[°C] 
m’water
[kg/hr] 

V’air
[m3/hr] 

Pcool
[kW] 

Tout,cat

[°C] 
Tout,sim

[°C] 

35 26 / 34 5856 2400 34 30 29.96 / 30.05 

40 26 / 34 4134 2400 48 30 29.93 / 30.08 
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Table 16.  Identified parameter values for the cooling tower EWK 036/03 (EWK, 2005) 

for TRNSYS type 51. 

Value Parameter No Description 
1 1 Calculation mode 

1 2 Flow geometry 

1 3 Number of tower cells 

2400 4 Maximum cell flow rate 

0.33 5 Fan power at maximum flow 

400 6 Minimum cell flow rate 

0.08 7 Sump volume 

25 8 Initial sump temperature 

2.25 9 Mass transfer constant 

-0.72 10 Mass transfer exponent 

1 11 Print performance results? 
 
 
4.3.4 Cold Distribution 

For both cold distribution models it is assumed that the dehumidification is treated by a 
separate active system, with the TRNSYS models calculating only the sensible cooling 
delivered. Type 56 is set so that it maintains a maximum of 65% humidity using an ideal 
dehumidifier and the energy for this is recorded.  
 
The fan coil is simulated by a TRNSYS type 52 cooling coil model, as for the dry coolers. A 
model from Fincoil was chosen for a design cooling rate of 7.5 kW for 24°C air temperature 
with 65% humidity, with an inlet temperature of 12°C. The TRNSYS model assumes water 
as the medium, but the Fincoil simulation program (Fincoil, 2004) which was used for 
calculating the performance of the fan coil under varying conditions, had 40% propylene 
glycol mixture as in the TRNSYS simulations. The parameters were adjusted to give the 
same outlet temperatures as the Fincoil simulation tool.  
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Table 17.  Parameter values used for the fan coil for cooling distribution identified for 

Type 52for  the Fincoil PCG 109-7-1-450-1150 (Fincoil, 2004) fan coil unit.  

Fan Coil 
(7.5 kW) 

Parameter 
No 

Description 

1 1 Calculation mode 

4 2 Number of rows 

4 3 Number of tubes 

0.55 4 Duct height 

0.55 5 Duct width 

0.008 6 Outside tube diameter 

0.006 7 Inside tube diameter 

1440 8 Tube thermal conductivity 

0.0007 9 Fin thickness 

0.0025 10 Fin spacing 

1300 11 Number of fins 

856.8 12 Fin thermal conductivity 

2 13 Fin mode 

0.05 14 Diameter at fin tip 

0.2 15 Tube spacing 

5530 Input 3 Air flow rate 
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Figure 28.  Comparison of the results from the TRNSYS simulation (suffix s) compared 

with data from the Fincoil design program for the fan coil model PCG 109-7-
1-450-1150. The simulations were carried out for a variety of flows and inlet 
temperatures, hence the random nature of the temperature outlet. 
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Figure 29.  Plot of catalogue data for Tectum cooling panels with regression fit for 

quadratic equation passing through zero, for 3, 4 and 5 panels of 60 cm width 
and 4.8 m long in a 15 m2 area (5 x 3 m). 

 
The chilled ceiling is simulated using a special active layer for chilled ceiling panels in the 
TRNSYS multi-zone building model, type 56. Catalogue data for the Tectum chilled ceiling 
panel from Lindab AB (Lindab, 2001) was used to get the design parameters for the type 56 
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model. The data for width 60 cm is plotted in Figure 29 for the cooling power against the 
temperature difference between the average panel temperature and the room temperature 
(∆Tpanel-room). Quadratic curves have been fitted to the data for 3, 4 and 5 units of 4.8 m long 
panels in a 15 m2 norm area. These fitted curves have been used to calculate the nominal 
cooling power (Pcool,nom) for the design conditions as shown in Table 18. There are six 
parameter values for type 56 cooling panel, when the UA-value for the model is calculated 
automatically as here. These are shown in Table 19. Two different design conditions were 
used, each with an assumed temperature drop over the panel of 3 K at design conditions. 
These were for supply temperatures of 15 and 18°C. 
 
Table 18.  Calculated nominal cooling power (Pcool,nom) and specific norm power 

(Pcool,norm) and flow (m’norm) for the design conditions for the office building 
(24°C) with two different flow temperatures. 

Pcool,des 
[kW] 

Tsupply,des 
[°C] 

Tret,des 
[°C] 

∆Tpanel-

room 
[°C] 

Units     
[-] 

Pcool,norm 
[kJ/h.m2] 

m’norm 
[kg/h.m2] 

Pcool,nom 
[kW] 

4.5 15 18 7.5 3 221 17.6 6.8 

4.5 18 21 4.5 4 295 23.5 5.4 

7.5 15 18 7.5 4 295 23.5 9.1 

7.5 18 21 4.5 5 368 29.4 6.7 
 
Table 19.  Values for the active cooling panel used  for TRNSYS type 56, based on data 

for Lindab AB’s Tectum panel. 

Value Parameter  Source 
0.008 m Inside diameter Catalogue data (fixed). 

0.5 m Distance between pipes Catalogue data (fixed). 

15 m2 Specific norm area Fixed (assumed value). 

1 Number of loops Fixed (assumed value). 

Case dependent Specific norm power Calculated from catalogue data - Table 18. 

Case dependent Specific norm flow Calculated from catalogue data - Table 18. 
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4.4 System Model – Definition of Base Cases 
The main components of the base case system model are summarised in Table 20.  
 
Two variations of the base case were defined:  

1. Stockholm using the 30 kW dry cooler 
2. Madrid using a cooling tower.  

All other components and settings were the same.  
 
Note that there is a problem in the modelling of the heat transfer fluid in TRNSYS. The 
system model only allows a constant value of Cp while in reality it varies significantly with 
temperature (as does the density). The value used here is an average value and the one used 
during the identification of parameters for the CW10 model. In addition, several of the 
components including the chilled ceiling panel of Type 56, the dry cooler and the fan coil 
assume that water is the medium. For the dry cooler and fan coil, the parameters have been 
identified so that the outlet temperatures of the TRNSYS model are close to those for the 
chosen products when calculated by the simulation tool for their sizing when using a 
water/glycol mixture. In the case of the chilled ceiling panel this was not possible. Instead it 
was assumed that the model calculates a realistic outlet temperature and that the cooling 
power can be calculated using this temperature, the flow rate and the Cp for the water/glycol 
mixture. This is a simplification, but no better method was found. 
 
Table 20.  Summary of main components in the base case system model. 

Function Component Comments 
Heat source 30 m2 flat plate collector at 45°C slope 

facing south with 12 kW boiler 
 

Heat sink Single dry cooler (30 kW) for Stockholm, 
cooling tower for Madrid 

This gives two base cases 

Cooling 
distribution 

15°C chilled ceiling panel. Set 
temperature for cooling control is 1°C 
less than max. allowed temperature 
according to DIN 1946/2  

Temperature control by varying 
the flow rate (PID controller) 

Building Office with 7.5 kW design load in 
Stockholm (50 W/m2) 

 

TCA unit Two CW10 units with controller in late 
swap mode 

Heat loss coefficients for units 
were 10 W/K total each, lower 
than the identified values 

Heat transfer 
fluid 

This is set as a constant 3.76 kJ/kg.K This value varies with 
temperature in reality, but is set 
to an average value here 

Conv. 
Tolerance 

0.001  

Time step 0.05 hr  
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The overall system model for the Madrid base case, as put together in the TRNSYS studio, is 
shown in Figure 30. 
 

 

1 

2 

Figure 30.  Overall system model in TRNSYS studio, showing the Madrid base case with 
cooling tower.  

3 

 
Block 1 is the weather data input and includes an equation to limit the temperature supplied 
to the cooling tower, as this model gives an error if the ambient temperature is too low, 
whether the tower is operating or not.  
 
Block 2 is the flow control and components for the heat sink. The cooling tower uses water 
open to the atmosphere, whereas the fluids in the CW10 have to be in a closed system, and in 
this case contain water/glycol mixture. This is due to the fact that the CW10 heat exchangers 
are made of carbon steel. The flow through the heat exchanger is constant and is on when 
there is either charging or discharging in progress. The reactor under discharge and the 
condensor under charge are connected in parallel and the total flow is the sum of these two 
flows, both set to 16.7 l/min in the system simulations. 
 
Block 3 contains the chilled water supply, in this case actually consisting of water/glycol 
mixture. The equation block Chilled panel calculates the cooling power extracted from the 
flow to the chilled panel in the building model, based on the supply and return temperatures 
and the flow. The set temperature for the cooling control was set to 1°C lower than the 
maximum allowed by DIN 1946/2 for the office buildings and to 22/20°C for the hotel during 
day/night. 
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The equation block Inputs/Outputs is just used to reduce the number of interconnections to 
make the model easier to understand. It does some unit conversion and other input/output 
calculations used for online plots as well. The macros are shown and described below. 
 
Three online plots were used to check the consistency of the simulations and a printer was 
used to provide average hourly values of many important output variables such as cooling 
power, temperature during charge etc. The most important of these are shown in the results 
section. 
 
 
The CW10 macro is shown in Figure 31. It consists of two identical units and a controller 
unit. The parameter values are those described in Table 9 apart from the heat loss 
coefficients. These were set to 2.5 W/K for each of the four parameters, giving a total heat 
loss coefficient of 10 W/K. This is lower than the values identified for the CW10 from the 
tests at ClimateWell, but are judged realistic for units in real systems. The prototype units 
that were tested were not enclosed in cabinets and had longer connecting tubes. The 
switching unit was also not insulated. 

 
Figure 31.  The CW10 machine macro in TRNSYS studio 
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Figure 32 shows the macro for the heat source using the collector with the boiler backup. The 
boiler model is simply an equation to add heat to the flow stream when commanded to do so. 
The collector controller switches the flow through the collector if the temperature is higher 
than that of the charging reactor’s heat exchanger outlet with on/off deadbands of 15/1 °C. 
Otherwise the flow is directed through the boiler. The magnitude of the flow is controlled by 
the Flow Control equation block and is constant 20 l/min if either unit is under charge or 
swap, and is otherwise set to zero. The boiler controller has the current LiCl mass 
concentration of the unit under charge as its input and turns on when the concentration is 
below xBoil,on and off when it goes above xBoil,off. These values are calculated using equations 
Equ. 4 and Equ. 5. 
 
    Equ. 4 ( )minmaxmin, 100

LiClLiCl
R

LiClx − boilcg
offBoil −−=

 
 
    Equ. 5 ( )minmaxmin, 200

LiClLiCl
R

LiClx = boilcg
onBoil −−−

 
Where: 
LiClmax LiCl mass concentration when fully charged 
LiClmin LiCl mass concentration when fully discharged 
Rboilcg Is the percentage of storage capacity that the boiler is allowed to charged up to 
 
This method limits the boiler to only being able to charge a certain percentage (Rboilcg) of the 
amount for fully charging the unit. The pipe in the model was introduced to increase thermal 
mass in order to avoid convergence problems. 
 

 
Figure 32.  The boiler and collector macro in TRNSYS studio. 
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Figure 33 shows the cooling control macro. It consists of an equation block to control the 
total flow and a shunt to control the proportion of this that goes to the cooling distribution 
system. The flow is set to 16.7 l/min if either of the units is in discharge. The PID controller, 
with the office air temperature as its input, models a thermostatic controller that sends a 
portion of the flow through the cooling distribution and the rest in a bypass directly to the tee-
piece. This cooling control was used for both the chilled ceiling and for the fan coil. For the 
fan coil it is more likely that the control would be on the fan, but the net result of the fluid 
temperatures as seen by the CW10 will be very similar. This control method ensures that the 
flow in the CW10 is always the same. An alternative would be to simply vary the total flow 
and have the same flow in the CW10 as in the cooling distribution network. The PID 
controller parameter values were different for the different supply temperatures of 12°C (fan 
coil) and 15 and 18°C (chilled ceiling panels). It was difficult to get good, fast control with 
no convergence problems without going to a lower convergence tolerance or shorter time 
steps. 

 
 
Figure 33.  The cooling control macro in TRNSYS studio. 

 
Figure 34 shows the building macro of the system consisting of a number of forcing functions 
to define the usage, lighting, shading and ventilation in the building. 

 
 
Figure 34.  The building macro in TRNSYS studio. 
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4.5 Simulation Results 
A number of simulation variations were performed of the main external components, as 
summarised in Table 10, and several other parametric studies were carried out. The results for 
all these are given in the following sections. 
 
Figure 35 shows an example time series plot from TRNSYS, called online plot, showing five 
days in June for the Madrid base case that shows many of the important typical features of 
operation. Variation of the flow in the chilled panel is the method of control for maintaining 
the desired temperature in the office room. The control method cannot prevent overheating at 
the start of the day (point 1) due to the slow response time and the fact that the set 
temperature is only 1°C lower than the maximum temperature allowed by DIN 1946/2. The 
cooling system is capable of cooling the office within the allowed temperature, but this takes 
a couple of hours. The disruption in the supply temperature and flow (point 2) are due to the 
swaps between units, where a 12 minute swap is assumed. During this period no cooling is 
supplied, resulting in a small but noticeable increase in the room temperature. 
 
 

 

 .

1 

 

2 

Figure 35.  Example online plot for a five days in June for the Madrid
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4.5.1 Boiler Control 

As described in the previous section the boiler was restricted to only being able to charge the 
CW10 units up to a fraction of the total capacity. A parametric study was conducted early on 
to decide which fraction was best before further studies were carried out. The value Rboilcg, 
the fraction of the total capacity allowed for boiler charge, was varied from 20% to 100% for 
summer conditions only. Figure 36 shows the results where Qcharge is the total energy used for 
charging the CW10 and Qcoll the energy from the collector. These values both increase with 
decreasing Rboilcg, while the cooling energy remains the same. This shows that the if the 
boiler is only allowed to charge a small fraction of the total capacity, then this results in more 
potential for the collector to supply the charging energy. However, the COP of the machine 
gets worse with an increased number of swaps, resulting in a higher total energy for charging. 
A value of 40% for Rboilcgwas chosen based on these results and was used throughout the rest 
of the simulation work. 
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Figure 36.  Results for simulation with different allowed charge capacities of total storage 

capacity. 

 
Figure 37 shows 17 hours of simulation during June, where the boiler and collector 
interaction with the CW10 units can be seen clearly. In phase 1, the boiler power (pink line) 
of 12 kW charges unit B so that the state of charge (SOCB, orange line) rises to 40%. After 
the boiler switches off the charge continues briefly due to the sensible heat left in the reactor 
and solution. The unit A is charged somewhat later using the boiler in phase 2, shown by the 
increase in state of charge (SOCA, pink curve). This charge stops when the SOC is only 
approximately 25% due to the fact that the collector has come up to a sufficiently high 
temperature to start charging (grey curve). The collector keeps charging until the unit A is 
90% charged, when a swap is forced due to the fact that unit B is empty at point 3. Unit B is 
then charged with solar until it reaches full capacity. 
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4.5.2 Base Case Results 

The key figures for the two base cases are summarised in Table 21. The cooling load is more 
than twice the size for Madrid compared to Stockholm while the radiation available is 
roughly 50% higher. Despite this the solar fraction is significantly higher in Madrid than in 
Stockholm. There is little energy required to dehumidify the air to 65% in both climates. 
Figure 38 shows the monthly radiation and cooling loads for these two climates as well as for 
Stuttgart, for the same building. It shows that the cooling season is much longer in Madrid 
and Stuttgart, but that during the summer months the load is nearly as high in Stockholm as in 
Stuttgart. 
 
Table 21.  Key figures for the annual simulation results for the two base cases. 

Key Figure Stockholm Madrid 
Supplied cooling [kWh] 6214 13108 

Average COPcool 70.9% 71.2% 

Energy from boiler [kWh] 4481 5981 

Energy from collector [kWh] 4279 12419 

Radiation on collector [kWh/m2] 1221 1845 

Solar Fraction 48.8% 67.5% 

Dehumidification energy to maintain 
max. 65% humidity [kWh] 

22 50 

Specific energy from collector [kWh/m2] 143 414 

Number hours > DINmax 
(>DINmax+1°C) 

951 (472) 926 (171) 
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Figure 38.  Plot of the monthly cooling loads and available radiation for the 7.5 kW office. 
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The following figures show the performance of two base case systems from a number of 
aspects. Each is discussed in turn. They are plots of average hourly values over a full year. 
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Figure 39.  Charge temperature versus outside ambient temperature for the Stockholm 

(upper) and Madrid (lower) base cases. 

Figure 39 shows that the charging temperature for 30 m2 collector and 12 kW backup boiler 
increases with ambient temperature, with a large spread due to the variation in state of 
charge. In Stockholm the charging temperature is generally between 50 and 80°C whereas it 
goes above 80°C more often in Madrid. Note that the Madrid base case has a cooling tower 
whereas the Stockholm one has a dry cooler, and thus a greater capacity to return low 
temperature. 
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Figure 40.  Cooling supply temperature versus supplied cooling power for the Stockholm 

(upper) and Madrid (lower) base cases. 

In Figure 40 it can be seen that the cooling supply temperature is only occasionally above the 
set temperature of 15°C in the Stockholm base case whereas it is quite often above it for the 
Madrid base case. 
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Figure 41.  Room temperature versus ambient temperature for the Stockholm (upper) and 

Madrid (lower) base cases. The maximum and minimum allowed temperatures 
according to DIN 1946/2 are also shown (summer conditions). 

 
Figure 41 shows that there many hours when the room temperature exceeds the value that is 
allowed according to DIN 1946/2, both in Stockholm and in Madrid. The majority are at 
relatively low ambient temperatures and are due to the fact that the cooling control method 
cannot react fast enough to the rapid increase in room temperature at the start of the day. This 
is shown clearly in Figure 35. 
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Figure 42.  PPD value for the office versus ambient temperature for the Stockholm (upper) 

and Madrid (lower) base cases.  

 
The PPD (Percent People Dissatisfied) value is shown for the base cases in Figure 42, where 
it is evident that for the majority of the time the value is less than 10%. As with the room 
temperature, there is a significant number of hours with a value greater than 10% for ambient 
temperatures between 10 and 20°C due to the slow response of the cooling control. In Madrid 
there are several hours where the PPD value exceeds 25% for higher ambient temperatures. 
4.5.3 
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Climate 

Table 22 shows the key figures for the three climates simulated in this study. The results are 
for the Stockholm base case system. The values for Madrid are different to those in Table 21 
where the Madrid base case was used, the difference in the system  being that here the dry 
cooler is used as  heat sink. 
 
Stockholm and Stuttgart are surprisingly similar, with 26% higher delivered cooling in 
Stuttgart with a very similar solar fraction, the radiation on the collector being more or less 
the same in both climates. For all three climates there is very little energy required for 
dehumidification. Note that this figure does not include the efficiency of the dehumidifier. 
The solar fraction for Madrid is much higher as is the average efficiency of the collector. 
Again, Stuttgart is only marginally better than Stockholm in this respect. 
 
Table 22.  Key figures for the annual simulation results for the three climates, using the 

base case system for Stockholm. 

Key Figure Stockholm Stuttgart Madrid 
Average ambient temperature [°C] 5.3°C 9.0°C 13.9°C 

Supplied cooling [kWh] 6214 7818 12958 

Average COPcool 70.9% 70.1% 70.5% 

Energy from boiler [kWh] 4481 5781 7582 

Energy from collector [kWh] 4279 5375 10789 

Radiation on collector [kWh/m2] 1221 1231 1845 

Solar Fraction 48.8% 48.2% 58.7% 

Dehumidification energy to maintain 
max. 65% humidity [kWh] 

22 68 36 

Specific energy from collector 
[kWh/m2] 

143 179 360 

Average annual collector efficiency 
(collected energy / radiation) 

12.4% 14.5% 19.5% 

Number hours > DINmax 
(>DINmax+1°C) 

951 (472) 1231 (537) 1854 (822) 
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4.5.4 Collector 

Figure 43 shows that the solar fraction for the evacuated tube collector (based on the gross 
collector area) is not much greater than that of the flat plate collector. The difference is 
slightly greater in Stockholm and with higher solar fractions, presumably due to the fact that 
the temperature difference between collector and ambient is greater for these two cases due to 
the fact that a dry cooler is used in Stockholm and that with larger collector areas the 
charging temperature is greater. Increased collector power leads to increased temperature 
drop over the reactor and condensor heat exchangers as well as the heat sink. This leads to a 
significant increase in temperature that works against the increase in net gain of the collector. 
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Figure 43.  Solar fraction versus collector area for flat plate and evacuated tube collector 

with a slope of 45° facing south for the Stockholm (upper) and Madrid (lower) 
base cases.  
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Figure 44 shows that the collector slope does affect the solar fraction in Stockholm and that 
for the given load, the optimal slope is approximately 35°. 
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Figure 44.  Solar fraction versus collector slope for flat plate collector facing south for the 

Stockholm base case.  
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4.5.5 Cooling Distribution 

Figure 45 shows the key figures for the three different cooling distribution systems that were 
simulated: fan coil design for 12°C supply temperature; and chilled ceiling panels with 15°C 
and 18°C design supply temperature. The temperature supplied by the CW10 was set to 12, 
15 and 18°C for these different distribution systems. The results are otherwise for the two 
base case systems, which means that the load is the office with the design load of 7.5 kW (50 
W/m2). There is only a single fan coil, operating on the room temperature. This approximates 
several distributed small fan coils and not a centralised air conditioning unit working on the 
ventilation air.  
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Figure 45.  Energy and numbers of hours above maximum allowed temperature for DIN 

1946/2 for different cooling distribution systems for the Stockholm (upper) and 
Madrid (lower) base cases.  
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The results show that there is a small decrease in supplied cooling with increased supply 
temperature, the effect being greater in Madrid than Stockholm. The COP increases slightly 
with increasing supply temperature, but the effect is small with an increase of 1 - 1.5 %-
points. Two versions of the chilled ceiling panel with 18°C supply temperature are shown, 
one with optimised control of the PID controller for the flow control in the cooling loop, and 
one with the same parameters as for the 15°C supply. There is a significant difference, which 
highlights the need for good control. The simulation program has limitations here, due to 
convergence problems, for optimisation of the PID control, but the importance of the tuning 
is evident even so. 
 
The fan coil outperforms the chilled ceiling panels in terms of number of hours above the 
maximum allowed temperature. This is due to the fast response time of the distribution as it is 
the air temperature that is measured and it is this that is affected directly by the distribution. 
For the chilled panels the air is cooled slower but the ceiling faster, whereas it is vice versa 
for the fan coil. This is also reflected in the supplied cooling energy, where the faster 
response time of the fan coil allows more cooling to be supplied. These effects lead to a 
greater solar fraction for the fan coil. The chilled ceiling with 18°C supply temperature 
outperforms that for 15°C. Figure 46 and Figure 47 show the difference in operation of the 
fan coil compared to that for the 15°C ceiling panel. The CW10 more often supplies a higher 
temperature than desired for the fan coil but the response the cooling control is much better 
due to the faster response time resulting in far fewer hours where the temperature is above the 
maximum allowed according to DIN 1946/2. 
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Figure 46.  Cooling supply temperature versus cooling rate for the fan coil (left) and base 
case with 15°C chilled ceiling panel (right) for Madrid.  
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Figure 47.  Room air temperature versus ambient temperature for the fan coil (left) and 

base case with 15°C chilled ceiling panel (right) for Madrid.  
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Figure 48.  PPD versus ambient temperature for the fan coil (left) and base case with 

15°C chilled ceiling panel (right) for Madrid.  

Figure 48 shows that although the air temperature for the fan coil is more within the limits 
according to DIN 1946/2, the PPD values are significantly higher during the critical periods, 
with several hours with PPD values over 50% (not shown) and many more hours above 25%.
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4.5.6 Heat Sink 

Figure 49 shows key figures for different heat sinks in the system, all other components being 
the same as for the relevant base cases. It is evident that there is only a small difference 
between the two dry cooler sizes, but that there is a significant difference for the cooling 
tower. This affects primarily the charging capability resulting in significantly higher collector 
gain and thus solar fraction, as well as chiller capacity during critical times, resulting in less 
than half the number of hours when the office temperature exceeds the allowed maximum. 
The supplied cooling energy does not vary much. 
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Figure 49.  Energy and numbers of hours above maximum allowed temperature for DIN 

1946/2 for different heat sinks for the Stockholm (upper) and Madrid (lower) 
base cases.  
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4.5.7 Cooling Load 

The type of cooling load has a significant impact on the performance of the system, as shown 
in Figure 50. Despite the fact that the design cooling rate of the hotel is lower than that of the 
50 W/m2 office load (7.5 kW), the annual cooling load is much higher due to the more even 
load pattern. The annual cooling load for the smaller office load is much smaller. The COP is 
also lower for the 30 W/m2 office load (4.5 kW) especially in Stockholm. The solar fraction 
for the two office loads is very similar, despite the fact that the load is nearly twice as large 
for the 50 W/m2 office. This shows that collectors work much more effectively for the larger 
load. In Madrid the solar fraction is much lower for the hotel than for the office, even with 40 
m2 collector instead of 30 m2. This is due to the storage capacity not being sufficient to store 
solar charged energy from the day to supply the night time load. For the hotel load, the 
number of hours given is for a temperature above 23°C. 
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Figure 50.  Energy, COP, solar fraction and numbers of hours above maximum allowed 

temperature for DIN 1946/2 for different cooling loads for the Stockholm 
(upper) and Madrid (lower) base cases. For Madrid there is an extra 
simulation, with 40 m2 collector instead of the base case 30 m2. 
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4.5.8 Storage Capacity 

The results for the hotel in Madrid show that the storage capacity is too small to allow solar 
stored energy to be used during the night to a large extent. The storage capacity for this load 
was thus varied by varying the amount of dry LiCl in the machine and simulated for two sizes 
of collector field. The heat loss coefficients were not varied. Figure 51 shows the results of 
these simulations with respect to solar fraction. The larger collector field does not result in a 
large increase in solar fraction whatever the store size. However, the store size does affect the 
solar fraction significantly and the improvement is large up to a store size of approximately 
100 kg LiCl per unit. After that, the effect is small. The CW10 units have approx. 54 kg LiCl. 
It should be noted that the percentage of the storage capacity allowed for the boiler support 
was the same in all cases. It is probable that another strategy, or at least fixed percentage, 
would be more suitable for higher storage capacities. 
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Figure 51.  Solar fraction versus storage size Madrid base case with hotel cooling load.  
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4.5.9 District Heat 

The Stockholm base case was converted to be supplied with heat from district heating via a 
heat exchanger with a UA-value of 3000 W/K. For district heating, the limiting factor is the 
charging power available in hot periods as there is a fixed supply temperature. This is shown 
clearly in Figure 52, where the low charging rate resulted in no cooling capacity being 
available for a short time, resulting in high office temperatures at point 1. This is because one 
unit is still being charged when the other unit is empty. This occurs when the ambient 
temperature is high resulting in small charging rates as can clearly been seen in this case, 
where the charging rate is lower than the cooling rate.  
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temperatures have exceeded those in the climate files used in this study, and in these cases 
the machine with the current control strategy would not be sufficient. Precooling of the office 
building together with night-time charging of both machines would be worth trying. In 
addition a dry cooler with option of indirect evaporative cooling (spraying water on the fins) 
should also be studied. 
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Figure 53.  Numbers of hours above maximum allowed temperature for DIN 1946/2 

versus district heating supply temperature for the Stockholm base case (upper) 
and for the same system but in Stuttgart (lower). The set temperature was 2K 
below the maximum allowed temperature compared to 1K in the base case. 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter discusses the measurement and simulation results and their implications as well 
as giving the main conclusions. It concludes with a list of studies that could be made in the 
future, based on the work here. 
 
5.1 Discussion 
Many different aspects have been studied, but nothing in detail apart from the modelling of 
the machines, where there is still some work to do. The measurements have mostly been 
performed on machines that have not worked consistently and that since have been replaced 
by better versions. The measurements cannot be used so much as the basis of discussion, 
apart from to state that reliability and repeatability is very important. The maintaining of 
vacuum conditions is essential for the performance of the machine. For normal operation, it is 
also necessary that the maintenance interval is long, otherwise the costs will be too high. 
 
One aspect that is important to note with regard to maintenance, is the fact that all heat 
exchangers are made of carbon steel. This means that the water or water/glycol mixture in the 
external circuits should not come in contact with air, otherwise oxygen will be absorbed 
which will then result in corrosion and eventually problems with pumps and valves. Such 
problems were found in the test rig at SERC where significant magnetite deposits 
accumulated, and several valves had to be replaced. 
 
 
5.1.1 Thermal COP 

No definitive measurements were made that could be used to derive the COPcool for machines 
that were functioning well. The data for the machines at SERC showed a COPcool of 46%. 
This is low compared to other thermally driven chillers, that have values from 50 – 70% for 
similar operating conditions. The simulations show substantially higher values of around 
70%, but these have not strictly been confirmed with the measurements made by the authors. 
This agrees quite well with the theoretical COP for the process that takes into account the 
thermal masses of the material in the machine including the metal parts. The COP is 
dependent on the range of concentration used in the cycles and thus on the operating 
conditions. In extreme cases for cooling the machine will not be able to achieve the cooling 
load and will need to be swapped at a higher concentration than in normal operation. This 
leads to a larger ratio of lost sensible heat to the useful heat in terms of absorption / 
desorption. This results in a lower COP value. The COPheat for retrieval of heat from the 
machine (for heating applications) was approximately 80% for measurements at SERC, but 
approximately 87% for the simulations. Again, this second value agrees quite well with the 
theoretical values.  
 
This study has focussed only on cooling applications. If heating is also to be supplied, the 
solar heat can be used directly for the space heating or hot water, and when a boiler is 
required, the “waste” heat from the charging process can also be used for hot water and space 
heating. This results in a very high COP for the TCA machine for heating applications with 
heat pump effect. This was measured at SERC to 1.41 for the (poor) DB220 machine, which 
is significantly lower than the theoretical value. If there is a simultaneous heating and cooling 
load, even higher COPs are possible. A heating load will also result in more useful output 
from the solar collectors if used. 
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Previous studies have shown, that a solar fraction of over 40% is required for a thermally 
driven machine with COP of 70% in order to achieve primary energy savings compared to 
compression chiller if it has a COP of 2.5 (Henning & Wiemken, 2003). These figures are for 
the average European conversion factor of primary to electrical energy. This COP for the 
compression chiller is realistic for small, inexpensive units, but larger or better units have 
higher COP values, requiring larger solar fractions before gains in primary energy are 
achieved, see Figure 54. The systems that have been studied in this project represent smaller 
systems, and with the COP values that have been shown, a solar fraction of at least 45% 
should be achieved to give primary energy savings. This assumes that the electrical 
consumption of the TCA machine and extra parasitic electricity use in its system is small. 
Once a more accurate analysis of the electricity consumption is made, then a more relevant 
figure for minimum solar fraction can be given. Primary energy is only one factor however. 
Another important factor is the potential for reducing the electricity load peak during summer 
conditions. This is more relevant for southern than northern Europe. 
 

 
Figure 54.  Primary energy consumption of solar assisted cooling systems as function of 

the solar fraction for different values of the COP; also shown is the primary 
energy consumption of conventional chillers with two values of the COPconv 
(Henning & Wiemken, 2003). 

 
5.1.2 Temperature Lift – Critical Conditions 

The measurements and simulations show that there is a limited temperature lift capacity of 
the TCA machines that have been tested. This lift is most critical for the cooling load but also 
has an impact on the net gain from the collectors. It was shown that the practical temperature 
lift between cooling flow to the reactor and the supplied chilled water temperature is reduced 
by 1 – 2°C for every kW of supplied cooling. This is due to the heat exchanger capacity of 
the TCA machine. The simulation model gives a dependency that is at the upper end of this 
range. The performance of the TCA machine is very dependent on this temperature lift in a 
real system at critical conditions, at the time of maximum cooling load. Better wetting of the 
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heat exchangers should lead to improved performance on these occasions. The simulation 
results show that there are many hours in Madrid when the desired chilled water supply 
temperature cannot be met, and that this number increases if the desired temperature is lower 
(see Figure 46).  
 
The simulations show that in the system variations that have been simulated, the delivered 
cooling power is normally in the range 1 – 5 kW, but that in Madrid there are many hours 
above this figure, the maximum delivered cooling being nearly 8 kW. This is partly 
dependent on the cooling distribution and the heat sink that is used. However, the total 
performance of the system in the simulations was more dependent on the cooling control 
method as well as distribution. With a well dimensioned fan coil operating at nominal 12°C 
and the PID controller of the simulation environment, the room temperature of the office with 
nominal cooling load of 50 W/m2 could be kept well within the limits according to the 
German standard DIN 1946/2. This was not the case for the chilled ceiling panel, as this had 
a much slower response time on the air temperature, resulting in a couple of hours near the 
start of every warm day when the temperature exceeded the limits. The PPD values for the 
cases with chilled ceiling panels were however, quite reasonable, despite this due to the large 
surface area with lower temperatures (Figure 48). 
 
One method to counteract the slow response time of the chilled ceiling panel, is to precool the 
building before it is occupied. This essentially utilises the thermal mass of the building to 
cope with the rapid onset of internal gains. Even a more active, simple predictive controller 
could possibly work in this case.  
 
District heating is another area where the temperature lift can be critical, this time during 
charging. The temperature that comes from the network is limited and charging must be 
achieved with this temperature. Since the charging rate decreases with increasing ambient 
temperature (temperature to condensor), there will always be a critical ambient temperature 
above which the charging of the unit is slower than the discharging to the load. If this is the 
case for only short time periods, then the normal control method and the inbuilt storage will 
be sufficient. If the period becomes longer, then another control strategy is required so that 
both units are charged before the main load occurs, when the ambient temperature is still low. 
Here again precooling the building could be of benefit. It could also be of benefit with 
indirect evaporative cooling to reduce the temperature to the condensor. Similar limitations 
are also to be expected if the CW10 is coupled to some small combined heat and power units, 
where there are also limitations to temperature output. 
 
 
5.1.3 Storage 

The simulation studies showed that in certain systems, the storage capacity of the CW10 is 
limiting the achievable solar fraction. This was especially apparent in the hotel load, which is 
relatively constant over the day. There is only enough storage capacity to meet 6-8 hours for 
a cooling load of 4 kW with a solar charged unit. In order to achieve a greater solar fraction, 
then a larger store is required as it is not possible to charge the other unit in parallel with the 
collector field because simultaneous cooling is required. For the hotel load in Madrid a store 
with twice the capacity was suitable from a thermal standpoint. Above this figure, the 
benefits were not so significant. 
 
In the previous section it was mentioned that precooling of the building was a method to 
make sure that the thermal comfort could be achieved, even with a distribution system that 
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has a slower response time. It should be noted that this precooling will in principal nearly 
always be performed from units that have had to be charged with the backup boiler, i.e. not 
with solar heat. This precooling will thus lead to a lower solar fraction as well as slightly 
higher cooling loads. 
 
In order to use the storage capacity of the CW10 to its full potential, other charging and 
discharging strategies will have to be developed and tried. This has not been done in this 
project. The control strategy was very simple for both charging and discharging. 
 
 
5.1.4 Electricity Use – Electrical COP 

The electricity use of the CW10 is shown in Table 23, the data coming from ClimateWell AB 
and not from the authors measurements. Based on this data it can be said that during normal 
operation, with one unit in charge and the other in discharge, the whole machine uses 
approximately 130 W of electrical power. The main use is for the solution pumps, as these 
are active all the time. 
 
Based on this data the annual electrical COP for the CW10 was calculated for the two base 
case systems, ignoring the parasitic electricity consumption detailed in Table 24, giving: 

• 12.5 for Madrid base case (1047 kWh electricity) 
• 6.2 for Stockholm base case (1002 kWh electricity) 

The main electrical use is for the solution pumps, valves and controller, with a total of 96 W 
continuous (841 kWh).  The extra electrical usage to extract the useful heat is relatively small 
compared to this, which means that the annual electrical COP is very dependent on the load, 
as is demonstrated for the base cases above. For the hotel load in Madrid the annual COP is 
18, and for the smaller office load in Stockholm it is only 2.2. If the extra parasitic electrical 
usage (compared to a compressor chiller system) is taken into account, all these figures 
would be smaller. 
 
Table 23.  Summary of electrical components in CW10 and nominal powers (source 

ClimateWell AB). 

Component Number Nominal 
Rating [W] 

Use 

Internal solution pump 2 40 On continuously 

Internal water pump 2 40 On only during discharge 

Controller 1 10 On continuously 

Electrical heater 2 100 On only when crystals have blocked 
flow – very rarely 

Switching valves 8-16 0-4 4 W during switching, 0 W when 
closed and 1 W when open 

 
The parasitic electricity usage for pumps and fans in external circuits is dependent on many 
factors such as the hydraulic layout of the system and also choice of component size. It is also 
dependent on how the system is controlled. For example, in the simulations, the cooling is 
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controlled by using a flow shunt, with the pump on full power all the time cooling is required. 
An alternative, using less electricity, would be to modulate the pump speed and have the 
same flow in the CW10 as in the chilled ceiling panel. For a fan coil, it would make sense to 
control the cooling rate by modulating the fan as this is the largest electricity user in the 
circuit. Similarly this is true for the dry cooler and cooling tower. This type of modulation 
and more accurate modelling of the electricity consumption would be required to get a full 
picture of the total electricity usage for a given system. This has not been done. 
 
Table 24 shows examples of parasitic electricity requirements for all the components in the 
system. Only nominal values are given (full power) for the components simulated in this 
study. It is obvious that the electricity use here is potentially much larger than for the CW10 
itself, although in normal operation, the usage will be much smaller than the figures given if 
the correct control strategy is used. Of the components given in this table, only the heating 
circuit pump is extra compared to that required for a conventional system with compression 
chiller. In the conventional system however, a smaller condensor would be required instead 
of the dry cooler / cooling tower, which would probably use less electricity as the required 
cooling rate is much smaller because there is no waste heat from charging needs to be 
exchanged to the environment. A system with chilled ceiling panel and swimming pool 
would result in minimum electricity use. 
 
Table 24.  Summary of electrical components required in a full system and examples of 

nominal powers for them. 

Component Num-
ber 

Nominal
Rating 

[W] 

Use 

Heating circuit pump 1 80 On during charging 

Dry cooler/cooling tower pump 1 100 On during charge or discharge 

Cooling distribution pump 1 80 On during cooling 

Dry cooler (30 kW) / cooling 
tower 

1 800 / 330 On during charge or discharge 

Fan coil (not necessary for chilled 
ceiling panels) 

1 260 On during cooling (in a real system 
there would probably be many small 
units) 

 
 
 
5.2 Conclusions 
The measurements both at SERC and at ClimateWell have not resulted in good measurement 
data due to a large number of problems with the prototypes at SERC and the measuring 
equipment at ClimateWell. Despite this a number of important results have been obtained.  
 
The main conclusions from the measurements at SERC were: 

• The prototype machine had problems with: 
o Loss of vacuum due mostly to corrosion (tests carried out on solution by 

ClimateWell). 
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o Thermal performance during discharge (cooling) is very sensitive to loss of 
vacuum. 

o Internal flows in the machine varied from cycle to cycle during charge 
resulting in different charge “characteristic profiles”. 

o Unwanted crystallisation resulting in blocked pipes and no internal flow of 
solution. 

• It is essential to keep a good vacuum in the machine. 
• The heat exchangers, including wetting, are a long way from optimised and are worse 

than in the original prototype. 
• The swap period of 15 – 20 minutes is long and should be shortened. 
• The methods used for avoiding unwanted crystallisation and for keeping crystals in 

the correct place did not always work properly and should be improved. 
• The measured thermal COP was relatively low,  46% for cooling, 79% for heat 

retrieval just from discharge and 141% if heat from the condensor is also used for the 
heat load. 

 
From the measurements at ClimateWell the main conclusion is that the CW10 machine works 
reliably and consistently. It was not possible to determine COP values directly from the 
measurements but the storage capacity for cooling was measured to be 22 kWh for a cooling 
load of 5/4 kW with 25°C to the reactor inlet, with the supply temperature not exceeding 
14°C. 
 
The main conclusions from the simulation results, that have studied cooling loads only, are as 
follows: 

• The simulation model can simulate both the dynamic and static performance of the 
CW10, but more measured data would be required to verify the model properly. 

• The thermal COP for cooling is approximately 70%, being lower for low loads. It 
decreases also if the number of swaps increases significantly. The simulated COP 
values have not been possible to verify with measurements due to lack of data with 
full cycles. 

• For the Madrid climate, a cooling tower or other low temperature heat sink is 
necessary. For the Stockholm climate a dry cooler is possible to use, in which case a 
unit sized for 20 kW is sufficient, although the performance of the solar cooling 
system is slightly better with a cooling tower. 

• The chilled ceiling panel results in higher air temperatures than the chosen fan coil 
due to a slower response time, but the PPD values are better. 

• A chilled ceiling panel sized for 18°C supply performs slightly better than that sized 
for 15°C in terms of solar fraction, but it delivers less cooling load.  

• The solar fraction for the Stockholm and Stuttgart climates was relatively low (48%) 
for the base case system with lower average annual collector efficiency, 12-14% 
compared to 19% for the Madrid climate.  

• The difference in solar fraction for gross collector area between the chosen flat plate 
and vacuum tube collectors was relatively small. This is explained by the fact that 
increased heat gain results in a significant increase in temperature due to increased 
temperature drops across the condensor, reactor and dry cooler heat exchangers. The 
difference between the two types is larger for larger collector areas. 

• District heat could supply good load coverage in Stockholm and Stuttgart with the 
simple control strategy used, as long as the supply was 65°C or higher in Stockholm 
or 70°C or higher in Stuttgart. This result is dependent on the climate data files used, 
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that do not have as many or as high temperatures as have been experienced in recent 
years. Higher supply temperatures, advanced control strategies or a sprayed dry 
cooler/cooling tower would be needed for these hotter conditions. 

• The inbuilt storage in the machine leads to the need for smart charging strategy for a 
use in solar thermal systems with boiler backup. The simple strategy used in the study 
is probably not optimal. 

• For cooling loads of a constant nature above 3-4 kW, the storage capacity in the 
CW10 is a limiting factor for the solar fraction. A doubling of the store capacity could 
significantly increase the solar fraction for the base case system with hotel load. 

• The annual electrical COP for the CW10 is very dependent on the annual cooling load 
as 70-80% of the electricity use is for pumps etc that are required all the time 
independent of whether there is a load or not. Values ranged from 2.2 for the small 
office load in Stockholm (2064 kWh) to 18.0 for the hotel load in Madrid (21040 
kWh. It was 6.2 for the Stockholm base case and 12.5 for the Madrid base case. 
Reduction of the continuous electricity use is of interest. The extra parasitic electrical 
use of pumps etc in the system was not studied in detail, but it is an important aspect 
for further study and careful system design. 

 
 
 
5.3 Suggestions for Future Work 
The following can be interesting options to study further: 

• Connecting the boiler in series with the collector. It is only turned on in order to make 
sure the unit is charged in time for the swap. The ideal control would be to calculate 
how long it would take to charge the unit in time for the next swap (when the other 
unit is empty) and start charging then. If the collector starts producing then the boiler 
modulates down so that the total power is the rated power of the boiler. If the boiler is 
on/off then the boiler will need to be pulsed to achieve the same effect. If the collector 
produces nothing then it needs to be bypassed. 

• It would be good to have another switching arrangement. In terms of reducing the 
swap time, then it would be ideal if the reactor of the unit that has just finished 
charging should be connected immediately to the heat sink so that it can be cooled in 
readiness for the swap. For improved COP the units should be connected together to 
even out temperatures before being connected to the external circuits. 

• The simulations show that if the building is cooled down to a lower temperature 
during the night, then better thermal comfort can be achieved. The controller needs to 
do this in a “smart” way and further studies are required that show what is best. 

• The size of the chemical store should be studied in more detail as it has been shown 
that in some cases, this is the limiting factor in terms of solar fraction. Other ways of 
using the storage capability should also be studied, such as the possibility to use both 
units parallel.  

• Control in district heating applications needs to be studied so that one can take 
advantage of the storage capacity of the machine by charging at night during hotter 
periods. This could also be of interest in areas where there are differences in tariffs 
between night and day, or in general between peak and off-peak periods. 
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• Peak cooling is another area worth simulating, where the machine is discharged 
during a short period of the day when peak cooling is required and left to charge the 
rest of the time. 

• Simulation of dry coolers with spraying during critical periods (indirect evaporative 
cooling) should be studied to determine the benefit during critical periods for cooling 
and charging with constant temperature heat sources. 

• Systems with both a heating and cooling load need to be studied. For solar heating, 
this allows a much greater use of the collectors. For boiler or waste heat, the heat 
pumping capability gives very high COP values for heating applications, as long as 
there is a free supply of low temperature heat. 

• Simulation of hotel systems where DHW is also supplied is of interest, as the DHW 
store can be preheated with the condensor energy during charge or directly from the 
collector. 

• The cause of the low solar fraction in Stockholm and Stuttgart needs to be studied in 
more detail, and ways of improving it need to be found. 

• More detailed modelling of the electrical consumption of the whole system and 
comparison with compressor chillers needs to be made on an annual consumption 
basis. 
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APPENDIX A: TCA MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Version 1.04: written by Svante Nordlander 
Description by Xiong Caicai 
 
Nomenclature: 
The symbols in the table below are those used for intermediary calculations. Other symbols 
used are those for parameters, inputs and outputs, and can be found at the end of this 
appendix. 
 
Symbol Description Unit 
dti duration of internal time step hr 
dMm needed monohydrate mass  kg 
DTf temperature difference between reactor and condenser at equilibrium 

state  
C 

Mf mass of solution needed to fill up reactor top kg 
Mvap mass of vapour transported between reactor and condensor during 

internal time step 
kg 

Q´cx condenser heat exchanger power in W W 
Q´rx reactor heat exchanger power in W W 
Q´cv energy rate due to vapour for condenser W 
Q´rv energy rate due to vapour for reactor W 
Q´cvset desired energy rate due to vapour for condenser W 
Q´rvset desired energy rate due to vapour for reactor W 
Tcf condenser film temperature C 
Trf reactor film temperature C 
Vrt volume of reactor top contents l 
xt mass fraction of salt in reactor top - 
xb mass fraction of salt in reactor bottom - 
 
 
A.1 General Description 
This type models a single unit (barrel) of a thermo-chemical accumulator (TCA). It consists 
of a reactor and condensor/evaporator with a vapour channel between them, as well as stores 
for both water and the active salt. Vacuum conditions are assumed. Each of the main sections 
(4) has its own mass and associated heat loss coefficient. Heat of vaporisation, condensation 
and dilution is taken into account. A single UA-value is used as parameter for charge and one 
for discharge conditions, and this is used to calculate the UA-values for the reactor and 
condensor. There is a mixing flow between the reactor and solution store, and between 
condensor and water store. The model uses a fixed number of internal time steps for every 
TRNSYS time step, in order to iterate to a solution. This number is given as a parameter. 
 
It is possible to define a desired outlet temperature during discharge, either for heating or for 
cooling. The model limits the heating/cooling rate so that the outlet temperature is the desired 
one. If the capacity of the unit is not high enough then the outlet temperature at full capacity 
will be given.
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A.2 Mathematical description 
The condenser and reactor are treated as though they each consist of two separated vessel ( 
Fig 1 ). Top vessels are used to exchange energy between vessel and outside, and bottom 
vessels are used to store water or salt solution. Internal pumps are responsible to transport 
water/solution from bottom vessel to top vessel. Thus the condensor top is the condensor 
itself and condensor bottom is the water store. Likewise the reactor top is the reactor itself 
whereas the reactor bottom is the solution store. 
 

 
 

Fig 1 Schematic drawing of one barrel with the main quantities shown. 

 
The temperature outputs of the heat exchangers is given by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 

)( ,

)( cx

cxfp
cx UA

C
m

ctcxicxicxo eTTTT
⋅−

⋅−−=     Eq. 1 

)( ,

)( rx

rxfp
rx UA

C
m

rtrxirxirxo eTTTT
⋅−

⋅−−=     Eq. 2 
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The energy transfer rate due to heat exchanger at condenser and reactor and heat loss from 
the barrel is calculated as follows: 

)(, cxocxicxfpcxcx TTCmQ −⋅⋅= &&     Eq. 3 

)(, rxorxirxfprxrx TTCmQ −⋅⋅= &&     Eq. 4 

)()(
)()(

ambrbrbambcbcb

ambrtrtambctctloss
TTUATTUA

TTUATTUAq
−⋅+−⋅+

−⋅+−⋅=&
   Eq. 5 

 
The temperature of top vessel and bottom vessel for reactor and condenser is calculated by 
Eq. 6, Eq. 7, Eq. 8 and Eq. 9. 
 

cpct

iambctctcvcx
ctct CM

dtTTUAQQTT
,

))((
⋅

⋅−⋅−+
+=

&&
   Eq. 6 

rprt

iambrtrtrvrx
rtrt CM

dtTTUAQQTT
,

))((
⋅

⋅−⋅−+
+=

&&
   Eq. 7 

cpcb

iambcbcb
cbcb CM

dtTTUATT
,

)(
⋅

⋅−⋅
−=     Eq. 8 

rprb

iambrbrb
rbrb CM

dtTTUATT
,

)(
⋅

⋅−⋅
−=     Eq. 9 

 
 
Initial conditions 
 
At initial conditions, all salt is dissolved in the reactor. The concentration of solution could be 
calculated by Eq. 10 .  

wcbiwctiwLC

LC

MMMM
Mx

−−+
=

0

    Eq. 10  

 
Base on the calculated solution concentration, the mass of water and solution in every part of 
the barrel could be calculated. (Eq. 11, Eq. 12, Eq. 13 and Eq. 14) 

srVxM rtssrt _0 ⋅⋅=      Eq. 11 
srVxM rtwsrt _)1( 0 ⋅⋅−=      Eq. 12 

ssrtLCssrb MMM −=      Eq. 13 

wcbiwctiwsrtwwsrb MMMMM −−−= 0     Eq. 14 
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Calculation of Q´cv, Q´rv and internal flow rate 
 
There are different UA values for discharging process and charging process, which are UAch 
and UAdi respectively. And the UA value for the condenser is set to be 3 times that of the of 
reactor (Eq. 15) 
 

dirx

dicx

chrx

chcx

UAUA
UAUA

ELSE
UAUA
UAUA

THENCHAOpphIF

=
⋅=

=
⋅=

=

3

3
)(

     Eq. 15 

 
Q´cv could either be positive or negative. If Q´cv<0, the system is discharging. By contrast, if 
Q´cv> 0 the system is charging. And if Mcb-Mcb0+Mvap<0 the condenser is empty. Therefore 
discharging is impossible and Q´cv will be set to 0. 
 
Eq. 16 gives the calculation of Q´cv, which depends on the UA value of heat exchanger in 
condenser, temperature of water film (Eq. 17) on exchanger of condenser and temperature of 
condenser top. DTf is the temperature difference between reactor and condenser when system 
reaches equilibrium state. It only depends on the type of salt, reactor top temperature and 
mass fraction of salt in reactor top (Eq. 20). Eq. 19 give the expression of parameter DTf for 
LiCl, which is fitted to data given in the literature (Conde, 2004). 
 

)( ctcfcxcv TTUAQ −⋅=&      Eq. 16 

cxrx

rxfctrt
ctcf UAUA

UADTTT
TT

+

⋅−−
+=

)(
    Eq. 17 

fcfrf DTTT +=      Eq. 18 
)21194.0667.1223442.1301803.1( trttttrtrtf xTxxxTTDT ⋅⋅−⋅⋅−⋅−⋅−=  Eq. 19 

wsrtssrt

ssrt
t MM

Mx
+

=      Eq. 20 

 
After Q´cv has been calculated, the Q´rv can be calculated via the vaporisation and differential 
enthalpy of dilution (Eq. 21). When system is charging, Q´cv>0, part of the heat is used to 
vaporise the water and the rest to break the bond to the salt (a form of energy storage). If the 
system is discharging, Q´cv<0, the energy stored by the salt is released because of the dilution 
of salt solution and the condensation of the water vapour.  

vap

dilvapcv
rv H

HHQ
Q

)( +⋅−
=

&
&     Eq. 21 

 
According to the calculated Q´cv, Tcf and Trf, the mass of vapour transport between reactor 
and conductor during the internal time step (Mvap) can also be calculated (Eq. 22). 
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)(, rfcfvappvap

icv
vap TTCH

dtQM
−⋅+

⋅
=

&
    Eq. 22 

 
 
Desired Outlet Temperature During Discharge 
 
The outlet temperature of the TCA system should satisfy the desired outlet temperature 
during discharge. The desired outlet temperatures are used to derive desired heating and 
cooling rates Q´cvset and Q´rvset, as calculated by  Eq. 23 and Eq. 24 respectively.  
 

)()()(, ambctctcxicxosetcxfpcxcvset TTUATTCmQ −⋅+−⋅⋅= &&   Eq. 23 

)()()(, ambrtrtrxirxosetrxfprxrvset TTUATTCmQ −⋅+−⋅⋅= &&   Eq. 24 
 
The calculated heat transfer rate of the vapour Q´cv or Q´rv, which is for the unit at full power, 
is compared to the rate that is calculated above (Q´cvset, Q´rvset) and if it has a larger 
magnitude, then it is reduced to Q´cvset, Q´rvset. The internal circulations is also reduced in the 
same proportion, essentially modelling that the unit works part time, which is the real case. 
This is expressed by Eq. 25, and Eq. 26. 
 

cxosetcxo

cxosetcxo

cvsetcv

cv

cvset
cc

cvsetcvcvset

TT
TTANDDISopphIf

QQ
Q

Qmm

THENQQANDQANDDISoophIf

=
<=

=

⋅=

<<==

)).().((

).().0.().((

0

)

&&

&

&
&&

&&&

  Eq. 25 

 

rxosetrxo

rxosetrxo

rv

rvset
cvcv

rv

rvset
cc

rvsetrvrvset

TT
TTANDDISopphIf

Q
QQQ

Q
Qmm

THENQQANDQANDDISoophIf

=
>=

⋅=

⋅=

>>==

)).().((

)).().0.().((

0

&

&
&&

&

&
&&

&&&

  Eq. 26 
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Reactor Mass and Temperature Calculations 
 
The mass movements between reactor and condensor due to vapour transport could go in 
either direction depending on that state of unit. During the charging process, vapour goes 
from reactor to condenser. Therefore, some part of water in top vessel of reactor will go to 
condenser and certain amount of solution will be pumped up to the top vessel from bottom so 
that mass of solution in top vessel will keep constant. 
 
Eq. 27, Eq. 28and  Eq. 29 illustrate the mass of water in reactor top, volume of reactor top 
contents and mass needed to fill up to top, respectively . 

vapwsrtwsrt MMM −=      Eq. 27 

sr
MMV ssrtwsrt

rt _
+

=      Eq. 28 

srVVM rtrtf _)( 0 ⋅−=      Eq. 29 
 
If 1<−+ fssrbwsrb MMM  then Mf=0, which means bottom vessel of reactor is empty. 
Therefore, LiCl mass fraction in top and bottom is as follows: 

wsrtssrb

ssrt
t MM

Mx
+

=      Eq. 30 

wsrbssrb

ssrb
b MM

Mx
+

=      Eq. 31 

 
If Mf >= 0, then solution is pumped from bottom vessel to top. LiCl mass fraction mass of 
water in reactor and temperature of top vessel could be described by following equations: 
 

)1( bfwsrtwsrt xMMM −⋅+=     Eq. 32 
)1( bfwsrbwsrb xMMM −⋅−=     Eq. 33 

bfssrtssrt xMMM ⋅+=      Eq. 34 

bfssrbssrb xMMM ⋅−=      Eq. 35 

frt

frbrtrt
rt MM

MTMT
T

+
⋅+⋅

=      Eq. 36 

 
If Mf < 0, then solution is pumped from top to bottom. LiCl mass fraction mass of water in 
reactor and temperature of top vessel could be described by following equations: 
 

)1( tfwsrtwsrt xMMM −⋅+=     Eq. 37 
)1( tfwsrbwsrb xMMM −⋅−=     Eq. 38 

tfssrtssrt xMMM ⋅+=      Eq. 39 

tfssrbssrb xMMM ⋅−=      Eq. 40 

frb

frtrbrb
rb MM

MTMT
T

−
⋅−⋅

=      Eq. 41 
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Temperature change due to the dissolution at reactor top 
 
Because of the transport of the vapour, the solution in the top of reactor could be 
concentrated or diluted. Therefore, extra water or salt are needed to keep the salt solution in 
the top of reactor under equilibrium state. 
 
The temperature changes due to the dissolution at reactor top could be expressed by Eq. 44. 
The reaction could go either way. The needed amount of monohydrate crystal is calculated by 
Eq. 30, Eq. 42 and Eq. 43, is the key parameter to decide the temperature change due to the 
dissolution.  Eq. 42 is derived by fitting to data in the literature (Conde, 2004). 
 

410579.00019012107.00000046427.0 +⋅+⋅⋅−= rtrtrte TTTx   Eq. 42 

4.42
)184.42()()( +⋅+⋅−

= wsrtssrtte
m

MMxxdM    Eq. 43 

rprt

solvm
rtrt CM

HdMTT
,⋅

⋅
+=      Eq. 44 

 
If (Mmcrt-dMm) < 0.1, or (Mssrt+dMm) < 0.1, or (Mwsrt+dMm) < 0.1 then there is not enough 
solution or water available and the mass dMm is set to zero. 
 
The masses are adjusted according to  Eq. 45 and Eq. 46. 

)184.42(
4.42
+

⋅+= mssrtssrt dMMM     Eq. 45 

)184.42(
18
+

⋅+= mwsrtwsrt dMMM     Eq. 46 

 
 
Condenser calculations 
 
The mass of condenser top and bottom is calculated as follow: 

vapcbcb MMM +=      Eq. 47 

wctictct MMM += 0      Eq. 48 
 
If system is charging, Mvap>0, then the temperature in the bottom vessel of condenser could 
calculated as Eq. 49. If system is discharging, Mvap<0, the temperature in the top vessel of 
condenser is given by Eq. 50 

cb

vapctvapcbcb
cb M

MTMMT
T

⋅+−⋅
=

)(
    Eq. 49 

/
)(

ct

vapvapctct
ct M

MTcbMMT
T

⋅−+⋅
=     Eq. 50 

 
Eq. 49and Eq. 50 expressed the temperature changed due to vapor. However, the temperature 
will not only be affected by vapour transport, but also affect by the internal mixing pump (Eq. 
51 and Eq. 52). 
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ct

iccticcb
ctct M

dtmTdtmT
TT

⋅⋅−⋅⋅
+=     Eq. 51 

cb

iccbicct
cbcb M

dtmTdtmTTT ⋅⋅−⋅⋅
+=     Eq. 52 

 
 
The output number 9, the solution equilibrium temperature for reactor top can be calculated 
by Eq. 53.  
 

127.1379.4671.1213 −⋅−⋅⋅= tttert xxxT    Eq. 53 
 
And overall average salt mass fraction (output number 5) is expressed as follow: 

00 rbrtrbrt

LC

MMMM
M

x
−−+

=     Eq. 54 
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A.3 Parameters, inputs and outputs 
 
Parameters 
 
NO Symbol Description unit 
1 MLc total mass of lithium chloride kg 
2 Mw0 total mass of water in the unit kg 
3 Mwcbi initial mass of water in condensor bottom kg 
4 Mwcti initial mass of water in condensor top kg 
5 T0c initial temperature of condensor c 
6 T0r initial temperature of reactor c 
7 Vrt0 capacity of reactor top vessel dm3

8 Cpcxf Specific heat capacity of condensor ext loop kJ/kg/K 
9 Cprxf Specific heat capacity of reactor ext loop kJ/kg/K 
10 UAch UA value for charge kJ/hr/K 
11 UAdi UA value for discharge kJ/hr/K 
12 Mcb0 mass of empty condensor bottom kg 
13 Mct0 mass of empty condensor top kg 
14 Mrb0 mass of empty reactor bottom kg 
15 Mrt0 mass of empty reactor top kg 
16 UAcb heat loss factor for condensor bottom kJ/hr/K 
17 UAct heat loss factor for condensor top kJ/hr/K 
18 UArb heat loss factor for reactor bottom kJ/hr/K 
19 UArt heat loss factor for reactor top kJ/hr/K 
20 Cpc Specific heat capacity for condensor kJ/hr/K 
21 Cpr Specific heat capacity for reactor kJ/hr/K 
22 Cpvap heat capacity for steam kJ/hr/K 
23 Hvap Specific heat capacity of vaporization kJ/kg 
24 Hsolfv Heat of dissolution kJ/kg 
25 Hdil differential enthalpy of solution kJ/kgH2O 
26 r_m density of solid LiCl monohydrate kg/dm3

27 r_s density of LiCl solution kg/dm3

28 nit number of internal timesteps - 
 
Inputs 
 
NO Symbol Description unit 
1 mcx mass flow of condensor loop fluid kg/hr 
2 Tcxi condensor heat exchanger output temperature C 
3 mrx mass flow of reactor loop fluid kg/hr 
4 Trxi reactor heat exchanger output temperature C 
5 Tamb ambient temperature to which heat losses occur C 
6 Tcxoset cooling output set temperature C 
7 Trxoset heating output set temperature C 
8 Cmd command to set operation mode of unit - 
9 mc0 mass flow between condensor bottom and top  kg/hr 
10 mr0 mass flow between reactor bottom and top  kg/hr 
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Outputs 
 
NO Symbol Description unit 
1 mcx condensor heat exchanger mass flow kg/hr 
2 Tcxo condensor heat exchanger output temperature C 
3 mrx reactor heat exchanger mass flow kg/hr 
4 Trxo reactor heat exchanger output temperature C 
5 Mass % LiCl average mass fraction LiCl in reactor - 
6 qcxkW condensor heat exchanger power in kW kW 
7 qrxkW reactor heat exchanger power in kW kW 
8 qloss total heat loss to ambient kJ/h 
9 Tert solution equilibrium temperature for reactor top C 
10 Opph operation phase - 
11 Mcb mass of condensor bottom contents kg 
12 Mct mass of condensor top contents kg 
13 Mrb mass of reactor bottom contents kg 
14 Mrt mass of reactor top contents kg 
15 Tcb condensor bottom temperature C 
16 Tct condensor top temperature C 
17 Trb reactor bottom temperature C 
18 Trt reactor top temperature C 
19 Mmcrt mass of monohydrate crystals in reactor top kg 
20 Mssrt LiCl (dry) in solution in reactor top kg 
21 Mwsrt water in solution in reactor top kg 
22 Mssrb LiCl (dry) in solution in reactor bottom kg 
23 Mwsrb water in solution in reactor bottom kg 
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APPENDIX B: TCA CONTROLLER MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Version 1.01: written by Svante Nordlander 
Description by Xiong Caicai 
 
B.1 General description 
On one hand, this control unit is to control the charging and discharging process of 2 barrels 
of the TCA system. On the other hand, the control unit also has ability to set the output 
temperature of TCA system in order to satisfy different heating/cooling demands. 
 
B.2 Mathematical description 
This controller model is divided into 4 parts: 

1. Switching the external circuits to the two units in a complete TCA machine, 
controlling also whether the machine is in the running status or swap status (in 
process of switching).  

2. Application of 2 different swapping strategies.  
3. Operational status of the barrels, both at startup and during the operation. 
4. Control of the two units internal pumps both during operation and during swapping. 

 
Control of swapping 
 
The control unit has two important paramaters, OP and OM. OP is the current operation 
status of the machine, and is usually in RUN mode or SWAP mode, when the controller 
switches between the two units. The swap is of a fixed time duration and the controller model 
keeps the machine in swap mode unit at least the swap time has elapsed. This must be one or 
more complete TRNSYS time steps. In addition the model forces the swap to continue if the 
outlet temperature of the evaporator for discharging is greater than it inlet temperature, 
essentially forcing it produce accept heat and not reject it. Thus the swap period given as 
parameter 2 is a minimum time period. If  parameter 2 (swap period) is smaller than 0.02 
hour or bigger than 0.5 hour, the system will automatically will work with 0.1 hour swap 
duration. 
 
 
Swapping strategies  
 
OM is used to describe the swapping strategies of the system. The control unit gives two 
different swapping strategies. 
 
The first swapping strategy is EarlySwap Mode (OM=1). The control function of EarlySwap 
Mode is expressed as follow: 
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TIMEt
SWPOP

BchNOTBch
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In EarlySwap Mode, the system will stop running and start to swap, if either one of the 
barrels is fully discharged or is fully charged. For example, if barrel B is fully discharged, the 
system will start to swap and barrel A is going to be discharged whatever its state of charge. 
 
The second swapping strategy is LateSwap Mode (OM=2). The control function of LateSwap 
Mode is expressed as follow: 
 

TIMEt
SWPOP

BchNOTBch
AchNOTAchTHEN

EMPOPANDFULOPORBch
orEMPOPANDFULOPANDAchIf

sw

AB
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=
=
=

=
====
====
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))..(.(
)..(.((

  

 
In LateSwap Mode, the system will stop running and start to swap, only if one of the barrels 
is fully charged and the other barrel is fully discharged. For example, if barrel A is fully 
charged and barrel B is fully discharged, the system starts to swap. However, the system will 
keep running, if barrel A is fully charged and barrel B has not been fully discharged. 
 
If OM is bigger than 2 or smaller than 1, the system will automatically work in LateSwap 
Mode. 
 
 
Status of barrels 
 
At the start of the simulations, the concentrations of the solutions are compared and the one 
with the lowest concentration is set in charge mode and the other in discharge mode.  
 
The controller determines the status of the barrels by comparing the mass fraction of the LiCl 
in the barrels (xA and xB) with minimum (xmin) and maximum (xmax) values given as inputs 14 
and 15 of the controller model respectively.  This is shown in the following code block. 
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EMPOPRUNOPANDxxANDBchIF
FULOPRUNOPANDxxANDBchIF
EMPOPRUNOPANDxxANDAchIF
FULOPRUNOPANDxxANDAchIF

AAA

BBB

BBB

AAA

===<
===>
===<
===>

)...(
)...(
)...(
)...(

min

max

min

max

  

 
“FUL” represents full charged and “EMP” represents empty which means barrel has been 
fully discharged.  
 
 
Control of internal pump 
 
A complete TCA system has 4 internal pumps,  two in each of the units (barrels). The table 
below shows how the flows are regulated for when the system is in swap, running or other 
status (inactive). 
 
 

Flow OP=swap OP=run else 
Water mixing flow for charging unit 0 0 0 

Solution mixing flow for charging unit  imr imr 0 
Water mixing flow for discharging unit 0.01*imc imc 0 

Solution mixing flow for discharging unit imr imr 0 
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B.3 Parameters, input and output 
Parameters 
 
No Symbol Unit Description 

1 
 

OM 
 

- 
 

Operation mode 
(EarlySwap=1, LateSwap=2, OM=2 if OM<1 or 
OM>2) 

2 
 

Swapdur 
 

Hr 
 

Duration of swap state, typically 0.2 hr 
(swapdur=0.1 hr if swapdur<0.02 or swapdur>0.5) 

3 imc kg/hr mass flow of condenser internal pump 
4 imr kg/hr mass flow of reactor internal pump 
5 - - For debugging only 

 
Inputs 
 
No Symbol Unit Description 

1 mcc kg/hr mass flow to condenser charge 
2 Tcc C temperature to condenser charge 
3 mrc kg/hr mass flow to reactor charge 
4 Trc C temperature to reactor charge 
5 mcd kg/hr mass flow to condenser discharge 
6 Tcd C temperature to condenser discharge 
7 mrd kg/hr mass flow to reactor discharge 
8 Trd C temperature to reactor discharge 
9 Cmd - Command to this controller 

10 dum  not used 
11 Tsetc C Set temperature for condenser output 
12 Tsetr C Set temperature for reactor output 
13 Tamb C Ambient temperature 
14 xmin - LiCL mass fraction when fully discharged 
15 xmax - LiCL mass fraction when fully charged 
16 TcxoA C Temperature from barrel A condenser 
17 TrxoA C Temperature from barrel A reactor 
18 TcxoB C Temperature from barrel B condenser 
19 TrxoB C Temperature from barrel B reactor 
20 xA - LiCL mass fraction in solution barrel A 
21 xB - LiCL mass fraction in solution barrel b 
22 dum  Not used 
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Outputs 
 
No Symbol Unit Description 

1 mcc kg/hr mass flow from condenser charge 
2 Tcco C temperature from condenser charge 
3 mrc kg/hr mass flow from reactor charge 
4 Trco C temperature from reactor charge 
5 mcd kg/hr mass flow from condenser discharge 
6 Tcdo C temperature from condenser discharge 
7 mrd kg/hr mass flow from reactor discharge 
8 Trdo C temperature from reactor discharge 
9 mcxA kg/hr mass flow to condenser A 

10 TcxiA C temp to condenser A 
11 mrxA kg/hr mass flow to reactor A 
12 TrxiA C temp to reactor A 
13 TsetcA C Condenser set temp A 
14 TsetrA C Reactor set temp A 
15 TambA C Ambient temperature to A 
16 mcA kg/hr Mass flow for condenser internal pump A 
17 mrA kg/hr Mass flow for reactor internal pump A 
18 CmdA - Command for A 
19 - - Not used 
20 mcxB kg/hr mass flow to condenser B 
21 TcxiB C temp to condenser A 
22 mrxB kg/hr mass flow to reactor A 
23 TrxiB C temp to reactor A 
24 TsetcB C Condenser set temp A 
25 TsetrB C Reactor set temp A 
26 TambB C Ambient temperature to A 
27 mcB kg/hr Mass flow for condenser internal pump A 
28 mrB kg/hr Mass flow for reactor internal pump A 
29 CmdB - Command for A 
30 - - Not used 
31 OP - Controller state of operation 
32 tsw hr TIME for last swap 
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